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Serving the fUSrD Community for 31 years

Giving tree gives gift of giving
Stephanie Sullivan
Staff Writer

Rugby wins in Las Vegas tournament. Scott Lee
(with bail) made the all-tourney team. See page 16

The Giving Tree is a new tradition at USD where anyone
is able to donate canned goods, gifts, clothing and other items
for organizations that assist those in need. "It's neat because
you can watch it grow," explained Gina Petelin, special
projects coordinator of Associated Students.
The name, inspired from Shel Silverstein's book, "The
Giving Tree," describes USD's15-foot evergreen, decorated
in silver and gold, in front of Maher Hall. Dec. 5 marked the
blessing of the tree, while Dec. 6-10 are the days in which
students, faculty, and others are able to place their donations
underneath it.
"Smaller organizations that are so needy that they cannot
even afford advertising, were the chosen places of donation,"
Petelin said. There four main organizations that will receive
the main bulk of items — Homestart, Fund A Friend,

see GIVING on page 2

USD students give donations to San Diego's needy

SMILE looks to individuals Needy get VITAl
holiday tax help

USD's campus and he will be selling color copy prints of
them this week outside the UC. The prints sell for $15
each and all proceeds will go to the fellowship.
The awards are fellowships, not scholarships, because
Chrissy Schreiner
Many students who are thankful for the education significant factors other than grades determine who re Staff Writer
they have received at USD, are now looking to give ceives them.
"So many people make a difference at this University,"
something back. The SMILE fellowship is providing
Vertetis said. "Whether it's the person that drives the tram
these students the opportunity.
The holiday season means a time of giving, but many people find
"I want to challenge people who have an idea to come or serves a meal or (is an) English tutor."
themselves at a loss as to where they can be of help. The Volunteer
in and give it a shot," said Tom Vertetis, president of AS. Each fellowship is $1,000. Applicants write a two-page
Income Tax Assistance Program might be an alternative for you.
He's referring to students helping students in contrib essay explaining how they make a difference at USD and
The program has been in existence for 21 years; this is the second
uting to the Students Making It a Little Easier Fellow why they are in financial need. The recipients are to be
year
that USD students have been directly involved in it. Through the
selected in early May by a board of seven individuals,
ship in whatever unique way that they can.
program
students are given the opportunity to do tax returns for the
Choral scholar Katie Wilson approached Vertetis and made up of one representative from each of the following
elderly
and
for lower to moderate income families.
organized a benefit concert last Friday in which she and groups: the United Front, Associated Students, the Greek
The
program
was started at USD last year by Renae Adamson. It
Bob Cornish were the featured vocalists. This was her system, professional fraternities, alumni, athletic clubs
has
been
carried
on this year by Mike Romeo and Kim Scavey,
and teamsand one spot open to anyone who wants to apply
individual effort to give something back to USD.
student
of
the
USD
law school. Romeo described the project as "a
Curtis Foust, a USD alumnus and current graduate for the position.
way
of
getting
involved
in the community and relieving a great deal
So far, the SMILE campaign has raised around $3,300.
student at the School of Business, also wanted to make
of the frustration many people experience dealing with confusing tax
a special contribution. His mother has painted scenes of
forms."
see SMILE on page3
With a major in business as an undergraduate and his present
interest in law, Romeo saw the project as something he could
contribute his knowledge. He explained that part of what interested
him to the project was an understanding of the "frustrating feeling
people can experience when they cannot understand something."
g Now that your overeducated how do you get out of the hole?
The main objective of the project is to teach people to understand
the system so that they will be able to do their own tax returns in the
card debts, as well as financialLife After Debt
Mary Ann Sporl
following years. Romeosaid,"This is an ideal project forpeople who
aid debts, sometimes question
have a basic understanding of mathematical principles and a caring
Special to the VISTA
whether they have been overfor those in need."
educated when they find them
The arguments over the need selves overqualified for their first
see VITA on page 4
for and benefitsof student finan post-graduation job.
Even critics of higher educa
cial aid versus default costs to
taxpayers and post-graduate bur tion argue that too many gradu
dens on former students show ates land in occupations that do
up in various institutional and not require as much schooling as
<*
J
the graduate has acquired.
media reports.
According to Rutgers econoWhatever the outcome of this
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see DEBT on page 3

Andrea Brennan

Staff Writer

Graduation debt and deferment
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SARAJEVO — Serb forces shelled the
Bosnian capital for five hours on Monday
Targets of the bombing included shoppers
bartering for food and mourners burying their
dead. Five people were killed and at least 27
wounded.
MANILA, Philippines— Typhoon LoLa
roared across the Philippines Tuesday, kill
ing at least 35 people, officials said.
Flash floods killed 17 people in the
Camarines Sur provinceand one in neighbor
ing Albay province, officials said. Six
drowned in floods on the east coast island of
Catanduanesand six perished in Marinduque
when a river dike collapsed, officials said.
NAIROBI, Kenya— Burundi's president,
Melchior Ndadaye slain along with seven top
aides, in a coup attempt six weeks ago, was
buried yesterday in a ceremony that had
been delayed twice by fears it would con
tribute and worsen continuing tribal kill
ings.
Tens of thousands of people have died
since the coup attempt regenerated hostilities
between the Hutu and Tutsi tribes, one of
Africa's bloodiest tribal conflicts. Ndadaye,
40, was the nations first democratically elected
and first Hutu leader.

HOUSTON—A new study found that a drug SAN DIEGO — Marshall Faulk has decided
made of a protein segment existing in the to pass uphis senior season atSanDiegoState
AIDS virus has blocked the virus from ex University and enter the NFL draft. He is
panding in healthy cell samples. "We believe SDSU's career rushing leader. "There were a
we are literally being able to shut the door," whole lot of little things Marshall was disap
said Dr. Jagan Sastry, an assistant professor pointed with,"said Faulk's high school coach,
at University of Texas M.D. Anderson Can Wayne Reese. Faulk finished up his college
cer Center who led the study. Researchers at career as an All-American, and will likely be
the world-renowned cancer center said the drafted high in the draft.
research may point toward an effective treat
ment for AIDS. "Our discovery may lead to DOWNEY — Tito Valdez Jr., the host of a
a effective treatment because it blocks HIV cable television public-access show called
from entering the cell and prevents it from "Hollywood Haze," was charged along with
spreading," Sastry said.
his father in a murder-for-hire scheme. The
plot involved a conspiracy to kill a 13-yearILLINOIS — Susan Potempa, a 50-year-old old girl whom Valdez had raped. The latest
woman dying of cancer, paid a teenaged development Valdez and his father, Tito Sr.,
neighbor $2,100 to kill her, prosecutors said. 56, are being charged with one joint count of
She was first choked and then bludgeoned to solicitation to commit murder and one count
death. Reggie Williams, 18, was charged each of conspiracy to commit murder.
with first-degree murderand held on $350,000
bond. At one point,officers said, Williams tried LOS ANGELES — Zsa Zsa Gabor and her
to strangle herbutshe regained consciousnessand husband were ordered by a jury to pay Elke
called him back to finish the work.
Sommer $2 million for allegedly telling Ger
NBA—The Huston Rockets have the best
recordat 16-1. The Lakers are a minor eight
games form first in the Pacific. When was the
last time the Rockets won five world champi
onships in a decade?

man publications that Sommer is a financially
strapped Hollywood has-been. The Santa
Monica Superior Court panel awarded
$800,000 in general damages for statements
attributed to Gabor and $1.2 million in general
damages for statements linked to her husband.

• GIVING
continued from page 1

Catholic Charities, and Share. The leftover
donations will be distributed to other local
charities.
The drive last year, which turned into a
competition, that mainly contributed to St.
Vincent de Paul, collected over 11,700 items.
Sigma Chi beat over 50 groups to be the
overall winner in 1992. "We were committed
to winning. We realize the importance of
such events and want to do our part,"said Eric
Holt, former president of the fraternity.
"Anyone can make their own group" Petelin stated. A club, an organization, room
mates, teachers and friends can register their
individual gtoups as participants in the drive.
"I think it's great that people with the
resources are giving to those in need, espe
cially during the holidays" said senior Todd
Fraser. The competition is based on a point
system which distributes the points on a per
capita basis, so that the size of the group is
insignificant. Donations can be placed un
derneath the tree between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Santa and Christmas music are seen and
heard near the tree.
"Hanukkah and Christmas both emphasize
giving thanks to God- spiritually through
prayer and praise, and materially through
generosity toothers for the benefits each of us
has received," said President Hughes. The
Giving Tree committee which has made this
event possible, includes Gina Petelin, Jen
Barta, Chris Alioto, Joe Brenckle, KirstL
Serafine, Rich Breuckner, Manny Rubio,
Susie Rodriguez and Dan Scngenberger.
"It's like the Twelve Days of Christmas
gone wild," observed Jeff Ristine, a staff
writer for The San Diego Tribune who wrote
an article about the Giving Tree in the Dec.
12,1992 edition. The overall winner of the
1993 drive will receive a one-foot crystal tree
and will be recognized at the closing cer
emony.
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SDTCU Lowers VISA Rates
Gold 10.79% APR*!!
Classic 11.79% APR*!!

VISA Gold and VISA Classic are just two more reasons why you
should be a member of San Diego Teachers' Credit Union. We've been
serving the educational community, students and their families since
1929!
San Diego Teachers' Credit Union

•

Type of Card

•Annual
Percentage
Rate

VISA Classic
VISA Gold

(6119)495-1600

Annual
Membership
Fee

Grace Period
on Purchases

Other Fees
and Charges

Balance Calculation
Method

11.79*

SO

Average 25 Days

None

10.79%

so

Average 25 Days

None

Average daily balance
(including new
transactions)

All account rates, terms and conditions are set by the Board of Directors and are subject
to change. The information about the costs of the card described in this notice is accurate
as of 9/93. This information may have changed after that date. To find out what may have
changed, call or write us at SDTCU, PO BOX 34606, San Diego, CA 92163-4606. (619)
495-1600
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• DEBT

continued from page 1

continued from page 1

Major contributors include the pre
law fraternity, which donated $500;
Sigma Chi and Phi Kappa Theta
each donated $100; the Asian Stu
dents Association held a dance in
which the proceeds were all do
nated to SMILE and Alpha Kappa
Psi will contribute part of the pro
ceeds from its upcoming car wash.
SMILE, Vertitis said, is set up in
such a way thatstudents "don't have
to work their butts off (to) support
the fellowship."
By simply buying a cup of coffee
or a bag of popcorn students are
contributing to the fund. The Java
Cup has agreed to donate five per
cent of its sales to SMILE. For
September, this amounted to $60.
In the Marketplace, every box of
popcorn purchased is a 10-cent ad
dition and every reusable mug pur
chase is a 25-cent addition to the
pot. All proceeds from the sale of
Christmas cookies this week and
next will also be included.
The biggest fundraising event,
Casino del Sol, is scheduled for
February. This event is modeled
after the "casino night" during fresh
men orientation. It is almost com
pletely sponsored by companies, so
the entirety of the $6 ticket sales
will go directly to the fellowship.
Also on the horizon is a t-shirt sale
and a root-beer float day, scheduled
for next semester.
In early May, the awards will be
given out at a dinner for all the
individuals who have contributed
to the fellowship. The more money
that can be raised between now and
then — the greater the number of
smiling recipients whowill be there
to receive their awards.

SEASONS
GREETINGS &
GOOD LUCK
ON FINALS
TO:
ALL Y'ALL
FROM:
THE VISTA
STAFF
See-ya next year

GMAT

It was her dream to teach dis
abled children. By qualifying for
full financial aid at USD, she was
able to afford theeducation required
to be certified as a special education
teacher.
"The only way to get my job was
with the credential," Kay said."And
that credential required financial aid
to pay my tuition." Even with the
help, she worked 30 hours a week in
addition to carrying a full schedule
of classes. Personally financing the
cost of any tuition would have been
impossible.
One of Kay's loans is being writ
ten off at an increasing rate each
year because she is teaching special
education classes in the public
school system. As long as she con
tinues to teach there,repayment will
be postponed, and the principal
amount decreased. The other loans
are being repaid at a rate of 8 per
cent of her gross salary. The
"payback" is based on a 10-year
schedule, which is standard.
At graduation, 10 years of pay
ments seems like a long time. Like
Kay, most graduates have to work
full time to afford the repayments.
Many marry and have children dur
ing the 10-year payback period,and
the monthly payments for financial
aid negatively affect their standard
of living during those years.
"Most students don't realize what
they're getting into when they sign
the financial aid documents," said
Kay's husband, Jim, an accountant
who also received financial aid to
obtain his bachelors degree in busi
ness from USD. "Student aid is
worth the stress of the debt if a
person received the degree he was
after, landed a meaningful and sat
isfying job, and felt a bond with the
students and the school he went to,"
Jim said. "A positive community
life and lots of potential with your
degree makes it worthwhile."
In most cases, the repayment
anxiety is greater the higher the
debt, since all financial aid isamor
tized over the same time period.
Those who ultimately borrow
heavily — upwards of $50,000 for
graduate degrees — often find that
the salaries they receive initially do
not provide enough money for re
payment on their loans.
The California Student Aid Com
mission guarantees all of these loans.
For example, the Stafford Loan,
while the most popular, is just one
of several types of loans that stu
dents may receive. The CSAC An
nual Report for Fiscal Year 19911992 states that 18.7 percent of the
Stafford Loans are in default.
Graduates from the University of
California system have the best rate

of repayment among California
universities and colleges. The de
fault rate for UCal grads was only 8
percent, according to the report.
Independent post-secondary in
stitution graduates, such as those
from the University of San Diego,
defaulted at a rate of 11.1 percent,
while California State University
system graduates registered a 13.6
percent default rate.
California community colleges
and proprietary schools, such as
trade and technical schools, reported
student defaults over 33 percent.
The fact that graduates have the
pressure to repay a sizeable debt,
however, does not mean that stu
dents will default. Repayment can
be deferred for several reasons.
"When (a loan is) deferred due to
unemployment, a graduate must be
conscientiously seeking, but unable
to find, full-time employment," said
Rhonda Mohr, associate financial
aid analyst with the California Stu
dent Aid Commission. "Deferment
may be granted also when a gradu
ate is in a graduate program at an
eligible school or in a rehabilitation
training program, serving as a fulltime volunteer under the Peace
Corps Act or in an ACTION Pro
gram or another program eligible
for deferment."
The student must notify the lend
ing institution(s) to make arrange
ments for formal deferment "The
default statistics could be skewed,"
Mohr said. "We have no way of
knowing if students who 'default'
(quit-paying) might actually be eli
gible for deferment, but have just
not bothered with the formal paper
work."
The debate over need, benefits,
defaults and post-graduation bur
dens will continue. It does appear,
though, that there will be less anxi
ety in repaying loans, and more
money with which to repay them, if
undergraduates consider the follow
ing four factors.
First, be sure you are happy with
the community life and "mission"
of the school you attend. If not, look
into qualifying for financial aid at a
university that better fits yourneeds.
Second, choose a major that you
feel comfortable with and are ex
cited about. Remember, many stu
dents change majors during their
four (or more) years when they dis
cover a new exciting field of inter
est It's never too late to change
your major, or toadd anotherone. It
will most likely determine the di
rection the rest of your life takes.
Third, don't be shy about con
sulting Career Services, in Sena
Hall room 300, to find out how your
major relates to the real job world.
Fourth, take advantage of all op
portunities to gain practical experi
ence to increase your chances for a
better job,higher pay or easier entry
into graduate programs.
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Public Affairs
If you would like to include
your event in this box, send typed
information to: USD VISTA;
Attn: News Editor; 5998 Alcala
Park; San Diego, CA 921102492.
Please remember to include
time, date, place, purpose, event
title and some background on the
event. All submissions are due
two weeks prior to publication.
The USD VISTA reserves the right
to deny servicing of press re
leases.

Sororities
undergo
change
As is the case every fall and
spring, girls will have the
oppurtunity to take part in
rushing a sorority after Christ
mas break. However, this is not
the same rush as those of the
past. It has been revised,
reformed and energized. In
many ways, the Panhellenic
association has changed and
modified the rush system to
make it easier and more fun for
those participating.
The benefits and opportuni
ties associated with affiliation
with a national sorority are
immense. There are opportuni
ties for experience in leader
ship. There is also a lifetime
affiliation that include assis
tance with career opportunities
through national networks of
sisterhood. There is the benefit
of sisterly bonds and lifetime
friendship as well. Overall,
sorority life offers a different
experience for every partici
pant.
The rush system has been
made informal, thus the cost has
been reduced so as to lower the
financial burdens placed upon
those wanting to participate.
The cost of rushing a sorority is
now $20.
There has been a change in
the number of chapters partici
pating in Spring Rush. The
members of Zeta Tau Alpha
have chosen to assume alumnae
status. Subsequently, Zeta Tau
Alpha will not be formally
participating in rush. Upon
discussion with their national
officers, the Zeta Tau Alpha
Chapter was able to identify the
long- term problems plaguing
the chapter. Thus, they decided
to take alumnae status, and
close their chapter to allow the
opportunity for further growth
of the women's greek system.
Women's Rush will include the
particiption of Alpha Delta Pi,
Alpha Phi, and Gamma Phi
Beta.
The dates of Sorority Rush
are Jan. 21 — 25,1994.
Applications are available, and

may be picked up and dropped off
at the Student Organizations
office in the lower level of the
University Center. The applica
tions must be complete along with
the payment of the fees. First
deadline for applications at a $20
cost is Dec. 10,1993. After this
deadline, the cost will increase to
$30. The second deadline for
applications is Jan. 7, 1994.

~Eve Fromberg

Raw Data
Fact of the month: According to
Toyota, of the 1 million cars it
sold in the U.S. in 1992, only 50
pairs have identical keys. To wit:
Two California men picking up
their brown Camrys from a
parking lot accidentally stole the
other's car.
Quote: "I love women. If I could
get into it, it would be great. But
you know, it don't mean a thing if
it ain't got that schwing." —
Actress Sharon Stone, when asked
if she had ever slept with a
woman
Priorities: According to federal
sentencing guidelines, required
prison sentence without parole for
possessing at least $1500 worth of
LSD: 10 year; for attempted
murder: 6.5 years for rape: 6
years; for armed robbery: 4.7
years; for theft of at least $80
million: 4 years; for taking a
bribe: 6 months. Estimated
number of Grateful Dead fans
now in prison for LSD offenses:
1500 to 2000; four years ago:
about 100. Federal sentence
received by a 19-year-old for
possessing $2000 worth of LSD
(first offense): 10 years; sentence
he would have received if
convicted in state court: 16
months.
Static Fling: During the first
year of an experiment at the
University of California to find
and communicate with aliens,
number of radio signals recorded
from space: 30 trillion. Number
that scientists believe deserve
further investigation: 164.
Far Out: According to a study of
133 college students preparing for
health careers, percentage who
believe in extrasensory percep
tion: 47; that vitamin C can cure
colds: 42; in efficacy of psychic
or spiritual healing: 33; that aliens
have visited earth: 29; in astrol
ogy: 26; in satanic possession: 20;
that pyramids and crystals have
special healing powers: 4.
Percentage who claim to have
communicated with someone
without using the five senses: 25;
who say they have healed
themselves using the power of
their minds: 17; who have
communicated with the devil: 9;
who have bought a crystal or
pyramid for its healing power: 3.

~ Chip Rowe
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Needy children are cause for surf Jazz CD is
too good to
Title
Brian Dornan

Special to the VISTA

On Saturday, Dec. 4 Sigma Chi
held the second annual "Surf for the
Children" atCohassetCourtin S Mis
sion Beach.
The event was founded by Mark
Flint one year ago in order to raise
money for the Childrens Miracle Net
work. The brothers of Sigma Chi took
the initiative to raise the funds for the
needy children of Southern California
by surfing for donations from local
patrons.
The event generated almost $1,000
and nearly 100 supporters cheered on
the brothers of Sigma Chi as they
"Surfed for the Children." Standout
surfers were Caio Travasos and Joe
Arancio as they continuously turned
heads throughout the day.
"Sigma Chi would like to thank USD
and the local community of San Diego
for ins financial and moral support.

Chrissy Schreiner
Staff Writer

Cohasset secret spot provided plenty of barrels for the children on Sat.
ing important progress with the support of
donations that go directly to local hospitals to
save children," said Sigma Chi Dr. Steven
Demko. Sigma Chi member Scott Hemming
added, "All in all the event was a success.
After all every donation contributed to the
health of children,contributes to the health of

SURFNEWS
John Scarry
Staff Writer

SURF FORECAST
By Thursday we should see a
series of N W-Wground swells bring
ing waves in the chest-high plus
range. Also, a series of SW swells
in the waist-high range will be good
to break up that NW swell leaving
peaky conditions at most beach
breaks. The breakdown of high
pressure in the N Pacific should
continue to allow storms into SD
County. There is a storm further
out in the N Pacific, by the dateline,
and if things go right we should see
another NW-W swell by the week
end. More storms appear to be on
the horizon. So look for consistent
Sigma Chi Brian Dornan takes off backside during Surf for the Children surf into the weekend.

• VITA
continued from page I

The project benefits a variety of people including nonEnglish speaking persons, older taxpayers and people with
disabilities. The project has accommodated people from a vast
array of cities and has many sites around San Diego.
Sites are conveniently located at neighborhood centers, li
braries, schools and shopping malls all over the San Diego area.
After a four-day instruction course, students are given the
choice to train at the most convenient location for them.
There is a sign-up sheet for the program on the Student Bar
Association Office door, which is located on the bottom floor of
the law library.

There will be two mandatory instructive courses given on
Jan. 15 and 16, and Jan. 22 and 23. They will provide all of the
knowledge necessary to participate in the program.
The forms to be covered significantlyare the 1040EZand
the 1040A, which are the most basic forms. Romeo stated that
the course offers all the needed information and that "those
with a basic understanding of mathematics will have no prob
lem understanding the system."
After completing the course, volunteers will be asked to
spend four hours a week at any of the desired sites. The
program will begin in February and finish on April 15th.
This is an opportunity to acquire experience, and it can be
useful when compiling a resume. Furthermore, it is a great
way to share your abilities with those in need. Make the
holiday season a time of giving. It is important to sign up for
the VITA Program before leaving for break.

USD music instructor Ellen Johnson, has
released a Jazz CD. The CD is entitled "Too
Good toTitle," and was released to the public
a few weeks ago.
Ellen Johnson has been an adjunct instruc
tor in the music department for three years.
She primarily teaches private voice lessons to
the Choral Scholars, but she also provides
lessons for students interested in improving
their vocal skills in a variety of styles. Last
year, three of Johnson's students were win
ners in the National Association of Teachers
of Singing Competition.
This year she has continued her pattern of
success with the release of "Too Good to
Title." Johnson had wanted to do a recording
for a long time. Last September, she was
given the opportunity to make her dream a
reality. The process took just a little over a
year tocomplete. But Johnson described it as
"a labor of love." She is happy she can share
her CD with people who enjoy a wide variety
of music.
The CD features the rich and challenging
music of Charles Mingus, Duke Ellington,
Bill Evans, Rick Helzer,Joni Mitchell, Rogers
and Hart, and Carole King. Johnson has
taken great care in arranging the songs with a
variety of instrumental combinations.
The CD consists of a wide variety of mu
sic, providing something fora range of differ
ent tastes. It can be purchased at Off the
Record, Tower Records in El Cajon and CD
Sounds, for roughly $13.99 before tax. Ellen
Johnson will be having a CD release party at
Elario's in La Jolla on Dec. 9. The party
begins at 7p.m. and, there will be free admis
sion and free parking.
For all of those interested CD's will be
available for purchase at the party and $1.00
of the proceeds from each sale will be do
nated to KSDS, the San Diego City College
radio station. The city college radio station
needs funding for equipment which will al
low them to broadcast over a wider area of
San Diego. Through the support of those
buying the CD, Johnson's contribution will
help enhance the city college's music facili
ties. For more information about the party
call 459-0541.
Ellen Johnson's past and present
accomplishments in the world of music has
vastly contributed to the USD music depart
ment, it will be interesting to see what she has
in store for us next.

MACINTOSH FOR SALE
Sell LCII 6/40 with color monitor and

THE NAIL (SHOP

Stylewriter printer complete with softwares

Full Service Nail Center

and utilities. Also sell Apple CD ROM 300
w/ speakers and software. Great Prices!
Must sell quickly
PHONE (619) 558-1987

490-1323
4336 Cass si (at Grand)
Open 6 Days 9-7pm
Closed Sunday
No Appointments necessary
Offer good through 12-23-93

$14.99 Manicure & Pedicure
(reg. $21.00)
$ 1 4 . 9 9 Full Set (reg.$25.00)

nil (reg. SI 5.00)
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After the alcohol wears off
One of the most prevalent crimes
to strike college campuses in the
last two decades has been given the
name "date rape," or "acquaintance
rape." We have all heard the count
less and terrible stories and statis
tics on this crime. For the most part,
a large number of men on college
campuses have come to understand
the meaning of raping a woman.
College males, more than ever, re-

James Finete
Assist. Opinion Ed.
alize how serious a crime it is to
force sex on a woman. Still, reports
of "date rape" are on the rise.
There are many reasons why there
are more reports of "date rape" on
college campuses.One clear reason
is that women are understanding
that they shouldn't feel like they are
criminals or deviants for being
raped. In past years, women would
fear telling someone they were raped
because they didn't want to look
like sluts. The "she wanted it" and
"no means yes" mentality still re
mains in the mind of many men, but
young women today are standing up
to this attitude.
However, women are not the only
ones being victimized on campuses.
Now, although it is possible for a
man to be raped, this is not the issue
1 am going to discuss. I'm talking
about males who are marked as rap
ists for doing what any normal male
would do. As reports of rape have
increased on campuses, so has the
percentage of falseaccusations. This

is not to say that women shouldn't
make a report any time they think
they have been raped. I'm saying
that what is and is not rape has been
made ambiguous by people with
genuinely good intentions.
For whatever reason, the media,
psychologists and other so-called
experts have decided todeviate from
common sense and broaden the defi
nition of rape. This not only causes
more pain and confusion, but weak
ens the power of the word "rape."
A senior goes to a keg party where
he meets a nice looking sophomore.
After consuming too much beer, the
two's inhibitions are lowered.
Propositions are exchanged, and the
two end up in bed together. The next
morning comes along and the co-ed
terribly regrets what happened. The
senior doesn't call her, ignores her
at school; fine, he's a jerk. But is
this jerk a rapist? Is he a rapist
because his partner was too drunk to
remember what she did that night?
According to many women, includ
ing many college counselors, the
answer is yes.
This is a terrible mistake that is
hurting innocent people. In a time
when women are shifting their roles
in society and men are forced to deal
with thisshift, men are being blamed
for women's mistakes.
Rape has been expanded to "emo
tional rape" and "coerced rape" by
feminists groups. Men are not hyp
notists. If a man is mean to his date,
treats her like dirt, then threatens to
dump her if sex doesn't become a
part of their relationship, it isn't
rape if she gives in. Nor has he raped
her if he persuades her to have sex

even though the only reason she
didn't stop him was because she
couldn't find the courage to say,
"NO!" The ball is still in her court.
In these cases the decision is en
tirely that of the woman.
There is no doubt that when a
man physically forces his date to
have sex he is violating her. But the
question is: what is force? Many
times a man is accused of rape be
cause he took advantage of his date.
He got her drunk, he knew she had
no self-esteem and that she would
do anything to keep him from break
ing up with her, he wouldn't stop
kissing and caressing so she finally
gave in. Please realize that cajoling
and raping are two different things.
This is not a man's fault. It is
dicouraging to hear women say that
it is, because they are actually say
ing that women are not independant
enough to be accountable for their
own actions. If two people are in
toxicated then they either raped each
other, or neither got raped. I don't
care if it only takes a woman one
beer to get drunk, she must know
what her limit is, and know what
alcohol will do to her. Being naive
is no excuse. MADD says that
"drinking and driving is no acci
dent," and the lawbooks agree. This
should go for sex also.
How many people would believe
me if I said that any female student
who drinks at a party must be look
ing for sex? That would be ridicu
lous. It would be like saying she
must have wanted it because of the
tight dress she was wearing. Still, a
woman is responsible for how much
she drinks. A woman must know

how much beer is too much, and if
drinking a certain amount of beer
will make her drunk enough to have
sex, then she must control her own
intake.
All of this is about having control
over your own body, and handing
your body over to alcohol is your
fault. If you say alcohol can't make
a person have sex then you have just
agreed with the idea that a woman,
when drunk, is capable of saying
yes. Either way, she is responsible.
Rape is rape. When you say that
a woman can be raped any other
way than by force, you are truly
making women victims. When you
call rape anything but rape you are
lessoning its effectiveness. There

Being naive is no ex
cuse. MADD says that
"drinking and driving
is no accident," and
the lawbooks agree.
This should go for sex
also.
should be no levels of rape, no cat
egories. If the woman had nochoice,
whether she be pinned down, asleep,
or passed out, then she was raped.
But if she is conscious enough to
hold a bottle to her lips, then she is
conscious enough to be held ac
countable for her actions while
drunk.
The females on this campus, as
well as any other campus, should
neveruse rape asapower tool. Your

male counterparts should not have
to worry about rape when having
sex. They certainly shouldn't need
your "verbally expressed consent."
Because if they don't know enough
about you to know when you are
consenting, without having to make
it "contractual," then they probably
shouldn't be in your dorm room at
three in the morning, or handing
you your fifth wine cooler over at
his place.
This is not to say that either of the
two situations means you're fair
game for a rape. It means you do
have power, and you should think
about this the next time you're with
a guy.
Mothers have always posed the
question, "what if it was your sis
ter?" In talking to my sister I would
propose this scenario: Right now
you two are together. Dismissing
the possibility that he is going to
throw you down and violate you, do
you mist him? Do you trust yourself
to say no? Is this something you will
regret? If you are about to have a
drink, can you control yourself? If
you already had some alcohol, would
you do this if you were sober? Do
you feel like you can say no to him
without the fear of losing him?
1 would tell my sister she has a
thousand options before and after
taking a drink at a party. And if she
goes to bed with a guy, wakes up,
and feels like she was raped just
because he took advantage of her, 1
would tell her she made the mis
take. Then I would find the guy and
kick his ass. Not because 1 thought
he raped her, but because he was a
jerk to her.

Sharing the caring spirit
Reaching out is what USD is all about
With 1993 drawing to a
close, it's easy to get caught
up in all the end-of-the-year
hula-baloo of final exams,
gift-buying, card-sending
and packing those bags for
holiday travel. Amongst all
the chaos, people sometimes
forget the true meaning of
the holiday season. But atop
The Hill, we seem to find
people with warm hearts
coinciding with the warm
San Diego winter.
For the second straight
year, USD faculty and stu
dents have pooled their ef
forts to give those who are
more unfortunate a Christ
mas they will remember.
The 16-foot evergreen placed
on the Maher front lawn not
only promotes holiday cheer

VISTA Editorial
with it's shining, silver orna
ments, it also symbolizes the
unity at USD.
The City of San Diego has
long held an annual contest
to raise money and
nonperishibles for local chari
ties. Similarly, for as long as
most of us can remember,
there has been a place for us
to donate food, clothes and
gifts to the needy during the
holiday season. The Giving
Tree facilitates our charitable
gift-giving whileweareaway
from home in the spirit of
friendly competition.
Last year, USD's Giving
Tree came in second place in
the city-wide competition.

We competed against radio
stations with audiences of
over a 100,000 listeners and
universities with enrollments
of 30,000-plus students.
USD's enrolllment represents
only a minute fraction of these
numbers, and an even smaller
portion of students partici
pated - and we still placed in
the top three. This speaks
volumes about the quality of
people at our university.
When asked to describe
USD to a stranger, the words
"family," "small" and "cohe
sive" come immediately to
mind. The Giving Tree is but
one example of the good
deeds undertaken by the car
ing inhabitants of The Hill.
USD students go beyond
the call of duty when it comes

to volunteer work through
out the year. Volunteer vans
are always packed to trans
port students to elementary
schools in order to share their
knowledge and can-do atti
tude with younger genera
tions.
The Students Making It a
Little Easier program pro
vides another example of the
USD students' empathy.
SMILE incorporates student
activities with student fund
ing of fellowship money. The
year-long project publicizes
the importance of contrib
uting to the University in
ways other than in-class
participation. The SMILE
committee wishes to recog
nize those who give their
time to the University and

help make it a better place.
With these requirements
in mind, the committee will
have a difficult time decid
ing who will receive a fel
lowship because so many
qualified students give gen
erously of their time to com
munity service work.
While students cram
in(to) every nook and
cranny of the library in
preparation for final ex
ams, and while the sun
shines on the glistening
dew of the palm trees, pre
sents of all shapes and sizes
will continue to accumu
late under the GivingTree,
signifying the depth of the
USD community's compas
sion.
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Letters
Write to us!
The USD VISTA welcomes
all types of letters for print.
Please keep letters less than one
page long. All letters must be
signed and must include a phone
number for verification pur
poses but names can be with
held upon request.

Bring your letter to the VISTA
office (downstairs in the UC) by
Saturday at noon, typed on 8112
X11 paper to: USD VISTA; do
Letter to the Editor; 5998 Alcala
Park; San Diego, CA 921102492.
The USD VISTA reserves the
right to select and edit letters to
be published.

I'm Made of Plastic Anyway
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Is it necessary for the school
to rip us off in every aspect?
Been to the computer per with a dab of toner which
does not cost the University
lab lately? Making a five cents to produce? I can
copy in the lab is nine understand the University
wanting to prevent frivolous
times more expensive copy-making on the comput
than your five cent ers, and not allowing people to
run off 1000 fliers or anything
xerox machine
of the sort, but fifty cents per
page is highway robbery.
Imagine this situation—it is
There is no excuse for this
late. You sit before a word- sort of extortion on the part of
filled screen in the computer a well-to-do nuiversity that is
lab, scrambling to finish a nine- not hurting for the money.
page paper for your 8 AM QB A What possible reason could any
class before the lab closes for sane person give for this, when
a photocopy costs only a nickel?
It could not be the price of
paper; a box of paper only costs
about $20—that is ten reams of
500 sheets each, meaning
50,000 sheets of paper. It is not
the cost of a toner cartridge
the night. Just as the clock either, so what can it be?
shows 10 minutes before clos
Could it be...Greed? A dis
ing time, you finish. Quickly, regard for the needs of stu
you spell check the document, dents, perhaps? An aloofness,
and then go to print—but wait,
you almost forgot, the profes
sor wants two copies of your "There is no excuse
paper, one for him and one for for this sort of ex
a classmate to analyze. You
fire off another copy to the tortion on the part
printer, pack up your things,
of a well-to-do uni
and go to pick up your papers
just as they are kicking the last versity that is not
stragglers out.
for the
As you reach the desk, the hurting
bored and cranky workstudy, money."
who reigns supreme and un
checked back there, asks you, which causes the administra
"Are these yours?"
tion that sets these mles to
"Yes," you reply.
forego consideration of their
"Well you have two copies of outcome? The answer to these
this paper, so I'm doing to have questions is yes.
to charge you for the second
It is the same greed which
copy," he says.
causes the University tocharge
"How much?" you ask.
alumni, who have already spent
"Fifty cents a page,so that'll be nearly $100,000 or more to at
$4.50," he replies.
tend this school, $100 per year
Fifty cents per page! Can to obtain an alumni card which
you believe this outrageous entitles them to use the
price for a measly piece of pa University's sports facilities.

Jonah Weinberg
Staff Writer

Very few country clubs charge
their members $100,000to join,
and then keep charging extra
fees annually.
It is the same disregard which
allows the University to send
out its grounds keeping crew at
6 AM to mow and leafblow
around the dorms where stu
dents are asleep in preparation
for another day of classes. It is
not as though there is a lack of
grassy, leafy places on campus
to keep these people busy until
8:30 or 9 AM.
It is the same aloofness
which allows the University to
say that they are cutting your
financial aid, and you will sim
ply have to seek some other
source of aid—even though it
is your senior year. There may
not be enough money for you,
but they certainly can afford to
keep the lawns reseeded and
green, can't they?
I do not mean to say that the
University is all bad; it is not.
There are a lot of wonderful
things about this institution—
the architecture, the professors
(for the most part), the loca
tion, the size—to name just a
few. But when it comes to
student/administration rela
tions, it is time for the Univer
sity to get a clue.
It is time for the University
to take the student into consid
eration when making some of
these decisions. Much of this
arbitrary legislation does not
benefit the student body the
way it should. We are, despite
USD's annual price tag, not all
rich, and 50 cents is a lot of
money for a piece of paper.
Copies are just one issue of
many that the University should
consider amending. It is not
major
change
that
is
required...just a little thought
before action.

You're article on fake ID's comes
as no surprise. Since I don't know
myself, I've carried one for years.
Now that I'm too old to learn, I need
a phony ID just to prove I'm under
age, so I can get a second chance. It
doesn'ttakeabouncer ora bartender
to realize that even without false
passports, most people are made of
plastic,and therefore, not worth ques
tioning. Of course, if my parents
hain't had a model-AH version of
the homemade ID in your diagram,
I wouldn't be alive today. But then,
who am I, anyway? Without my
lifetime membershipin the Socratic
Club.Iwouldn'thaveaclue. So let's
drink a toast to hemlock, and hope
that we never cross the bar.

favor of everyone having the right to
challenge the status quo, but as soon as
the pendulum swings the other way,
conservatives who may disagree with
the prevailing liberal view are silenced
either by being brutalized in the press,
or by law, if necessary (I refer to the
speech codes now in affect at many of
America's universities).
I do not ask that everyone agree
with my religious or political views.
A11 ask, for myself and every other
traditionalist/conservative American
(i.e. Mr. Marino and Mr. Finete) is the
right to speak out and be heard, both in
the press, and in the classroom. I ask
that we not be isolated either spiritu
ally or emotionally, but that we be
allowed to take our place as a part of
the family of students that exists here
at USD, and as a part of the family of
citizens of these United States, whose
Constitution specifically states in the
First Amendment: "Congress shall
make no law respecting an establish
ment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press."
This refers to all people, including
traditional/conservatives.
Jamison E. Painter

Mad About Hardin

I will preface this essay with ate
question which should summarize as
to why I am writing. Shouldn't a line
be discerned between humor and
incredibly poor taste?
My complaint revolves around the
Prophetically,
section
which is now called Sidetrack.
Dennis Rohatyn
If memory serves me, this section has
The Roman Catholic View been called Funny Farm and Off Beat
in past years. Well, changing the title
may be in oider, but it should have
I write this letter in order to ask
been changed to Shametrack exfor respect for persons who are
discriminated against more than any Tasteless Track.
Since the VISTA has begun its
other persons who are discriminated
cycle
this semester, I have waited in
against more than any other group
earnest
fa the week which saw the
on this university campus. 1 don not
change
in this section. Each week, this
refer to persons of minority groups,
section
has
gotten progressively
or persons of a different sexual
pointless,
disgraceful
and offensive to
preference-orientation, or anything
say nothing of having a complete lack
of this nature. I am referring to
in taste. Humor has been totally
those of us with traditional views in
sacrificed
to be quickly replaced by
religion and/or politics.
rubbish.
As of late, those who have the
I hold the papers advisors and
courage to speak out (I refer
editors personally accountable for Jen
particularly to Mr. Marino and Mr.
Hardin's redundant ill humor. In fact,
Finete) have been vilified in the
I feel a little guilty at not having sent
VISTA, and in Mr. Marino's case,
this letter earlier. Hardin has fre
all over campus (referring to the
quently showed poor judgment and
posters that were plastered up all
shallow resolve in trying to make
over campus).
people laugh. In recent weeks,
Furthermore, as a traditional
reference were made to the anus and
Roman Catholic here at USD, I
sphincter, over weight people and the
personally have come to feel
plight of the homeless (whom she baits
isolated both spiritually and
with fake 100 dollar bills). These are
emotionally. I am condemned for
my views and told that I do not have just some of the twisted examples of
humor that readers have been
the right to think as I do. The
subjected to. Am I the only one who
minute that I suggest that I am in
thinks this? 1 don't think so.
favor of the all-male priesthood, for
I think it is time that Hardin's
example, I am told that I am a sexist
capacities as a functioning editor in her
pig so shut up. No one bothers to
think that 1 might have good reasons section be evaluated. Surely there is
satire in life that can be expressed
for feeling as I do, based on the
tastefully and with style. I, personally,
theology of our Holy Faith.
am fed up with this ridiculous section
There is an old saying that says,
of the paper which fails to make me
there is no one less liberal than a
laugh and instead, makes me cringe.
liberal in power. I find this to be
Is Hardin's perspective on life so
true. The only people who are
grotesque that I must be subjected to it
denied (or at least torn to pieces for
every time I pick up acopy of The
using) their right to fee speech are
VISTA?
traditionalists (or conservatives, if
you prefer). As long as conserva
Marie Iverson
tives are in power, liberals are all in
USD, Class of 1978

Generation
Report II
FROM THE EDITOR
It has been estimated
that we will be the first
generation that will not
achieve the monetary suc
cess of our parents. Thirty
percent of college graduates
between now and 2005 will
be without jobs or underem
ployed according to a Labor
Department study. College
graduates are settling for
jobs as bus persons and
secretaries in order to pay
off loans they accumulated
during college. What does
all of this mean to us?
The Communication 121
class and the VISTA staff
have produced the following
section appropriately titled,
"Life after Debt." This
section offers interesting
information for college
students. When we were still
in high school deciding
where we wanted to attend
college, employers were
hiring college graduates at
an intrepid pace. Now that
we are becoming graduates,
it is the toughest time to find
a good job in 20 years.
A college diploma is no
longer a ticket to employ
ment. This section, however,
proves that your education at
USD is not futile. USD has
numerous programs outside
of the classroom intended to
help students find employ
ment and utilize their educa
tion.
- S. Bryan Dobson
Editor-in-Chief
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Intern for your future
Jwnller Crane
Special to the VISTA

- Identify your strengths and
weaknesses
- Set goals for desired job

Just how valuable are internships to a
graduate's success in finding a job in his or
her chosen field? "It's critical," said Linda
Scales, director of Career Services at USD.
"I'm recommending students take a parttime job to take internships 10 to 20 hours a
week."
Most students spend summers at throwaway jobs, working full time at something
that is not worth reporting on their resumes.
Scales said it is better for students to work
only part-time at that type of job. The other
half of their time should be spent performing
an internship, she said.
Types of internships vary widely, accord
ing to Scales. They may be "paid, unpaid,
done for credit or no credit at all. It is a term
used very broadly," Scales said.
In a paid internship, students are generally
recruited by companies that post available
internships with the Career Services Office.
Unpaid internships usually involve students
or graduates who offer their services in ex
change for access into a company.
"You almost have to do an unpaid intern
ship to get your foot in the door [in some
fields]," Scales said.
Internships done for credit are applied for
and performed under the supervision of fac
ulty coordinators within academic depart
ments (see related article on this page). In
ternships that students perform for no credit
can involve volunteer work done through
Campus Ministry, United Way and other
related organizations. Although unpaid and
not credited, those hours spent volunteering
can and should be put on a student's resume.
Are internships in some majors more valu
able than those in others? Is working as a "gofor" at a television station less valid than
acting as an assistant to the district attorney?
"No, I don't think so, tools are what are
taught. I see them all as valid," Scales said.
Whose job is it to pursue internships? The

- Research the economics
and supply/demand ratio of
job market
- Develop a strategy for
securing a job
- Remain flexible
- Don't lose sight of the big
picture

USD alum
recounts job
prep skills
Bonnie Morris
Staff Writer

Linda Scales, director of career services, helps a student sort through potential
internships. Students can find a great deal of information about employment opportu
nities and speak with career counselors. Career services is located in Serra 300.
student's or the University's? The answer is
both, according to Scales. "Companies con
tact us, but we ask them as well (about intern
ships). We act as a central clearing house.
Employers call both the faculty and our of
fice. Since we can't be referring all over the
place, wedispense internships to departments
and we tell employers who to call within the
faculty. We serve as a kind of middleman,
primarily with employers."

Career Services promotes what Scales calls
"cross fertilization" among majors. An in
ternship offered in the School of Business,
for example, may bemore appropriately filled
by a Communication Studies major. High
student enrollments in each discipline pro
duce an abundance of business- and commu
nication-related internship opportunities.
see INTERN on page 12

Coordinators lead the way to jobs
Mary Ann Sporl
Staff Writer
Internships, a form of experi
ential learning,are alive and well
at the University of San Diego.
Through internships tailor-made
to fit students and their majors,
potential graduates receiveexpe
rience that provides more than
just the credits needed for gradu
ation.
The number of students en
rolled in internships varies in each
department from as few as one to
as many as 115 per year, partly
because some programs are bet
ter suited than others to the in
ternships available. In addition,
individual schools within theUni
versity each have their own
unique programs that provide
experiential learning but are
known by other names.
The College of Arts and Sci
ences offers internships forcredit,
coordinated by a member of the
department within the student's
major or minor.
Among math majors, many
students plan to go on and obtain
a teaching credential or a gradu
ate degree. Internships in math
are not routine under the Math
Department auspices. Experien-

JOB HINTS

Professor Mark Lampe, intern coordinator for the school of busi
ness, consults with an employer while reviewing an intern's journal.
tial learning in this case is ac
quired through programs in the
School of Education.
Many math and computer sci
ence majors find jobs in statisti
cal research in businesses and in
the Navy through theROTC Pro
gram. CIA decoding is a job pos
sibility for the mathematician/
computer scientist, according to
Dr. Virginia Stover, coordinator

for internships in the Mathemat
ics/Computer Science Depart
ment If a student requests practi
cal experience in the field of Com
puter Science, internships are
available. Students should con
tact Stover to determine the best
internship for their needs.
Anthropology provides about
seven or eight internships each
year, according tocoordinator Dr.

Alana Cordy-Collins. Internship
assignments range from working
with thecounty archeological de
partment and related businesses
such as environmental consult
ing firms, to setting upexhibits in
the Museum of Man, San Diego's
anthropological museum. Some
students become involved in mak
ing plaster of Paris castings of
archaeological finds before those
remains are reburied.
"Internships are valuable for
anthropology majors because
they give people insight into ac
tually doing a type of job re
quired in the field," CordyCollins said. "It's good for stu
dents to find out that they don't
like working with plaster of Paris,
for instance, before they end up
with a job making castings all
day." She added that most stu
dents in this department do not
look for jobs where they intem.
"In the Biology Department,
internships are important in fo
cusing a student's research inter
ests for graduate school," coor
dinator Marie Simovich said.
Most internships are not entries
directly into jobs since biology
majors usually plan to attend
graduate school in their field of
see COORDINATE on page!2

Imagine it is May 22,1993. With
sighs of relief, the graduates loss their
caps into the air and eagerly rush
home to amend their resumes to re
flect the degrees they have now offi
cially earned. Most graduates recu
perate by sleeping in until noon every
day for a week, and finallydecide it's
time to wake up,face reality,and find
a job.
- Lila Marquez, University of San
Diego alumna and member of the
1993graduating class, isfamiliar with
this situation, "I wasn' t really scared
about getting a job because J knew
that I'd find something no matter
how long it took. I was a little bit
nervous, only because 1 knew the
condition of the economy and that
there were a lot of people out there
drat didn 't have jobs," Marquez says.
* There is no doubt that many oth
ers share Lila's sentiments. Accord
ing to the U.S. Department of Educa
tion 1.1 million bachelor's degrees
will be awarded in 1993-94. These
statistics atone help to give a rough
idea of die competition which faces
the graduate in search of employ
ment. While economists forecast job
growth in 1994, the upturn cannot
make up for three years of company
downsizing and stagnation.
What is the best way to go about
getting a job when faced with these
statistics? It will not be easy, but it
can be done. J ust ask Lila, currently
working as Reservations Coordina
tor for San Diego Hotel Reserva
tions. "Be preparedshe says,"k now
what yourstrengths, weaknesses and
abilities are because it's competitive
oui there."
Upon graduation Marquez spent
two weeks sending out resumes to
various companies. She interviewed
with companies through Career Ser
vices and responded to ads in local
newspapers. Marquez received job
offers from a couple companies but
turned them down because she felt
she would learn more about her field
while at San Diego Hotel Reserva
tions and Inc. It.
Marquez majored in business ad
ministration withan emphasis in mar
keting. She participated in an iracmseeAHM"onpageTl
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A look at the Hughes Era
Chris Marino
Opinion Editor

When USD President Author
Hughes retires in 1995, a remark
able era in the University's life will
draw to a close. Hughes became
USD's first president in 1972,
shortly after the University was in
stituted. Although he will be sorely
missed, his influence will be felt for
many years to come.
Under his guidance, the Univer
sity greatly improved the quality of
its faculty, expanded the curricu
lum, added several buildings and
enhanced its facilities, and strength
ened the administrative staff.
In short, the University defined
itself and its nicheduring the Hughes
years. The University's tremen
dous growth in the past two decades
reflects its hard-won reputation for
quality education.
The University's reputation is
most dependent on the quality of
the faculty.
"The impression of the higher
education community is changed
by the quality of the faculty you
assemble to do the basic job of
intellectual development" Hughes
said, "It's that simple."
The University's growth and the
ideal size of its student body have
long been subject to debate: Would
the University be better off by ex
panding, or is bigger necessarily
better?
"Way ahead of anything is the
growth and the quality of the fac
ulty at USD," Hughes said. "It is a
very well- educated, committed and
responsible faculty. It's [the fac-

" Way ahead of any
thing is the growth
and the quality of
the faculty at USD.
It's outstanding. It
really is."
— President Author Hughes
ulty] outstanding, it really is. It's
excellent by almost any standards.
We [USDJ don't spend a lot of time
or resources touting ourselves.
"I think an institution's overall
stature reflects from itself and is a
perception on the part of the total
higher education community where
advertising or touting really doesn' t
influence very significantly."
Expansion has occurred in many
areas under the Hughes' adminis
tration, most notably in the Depart
ment of Athletics. USD has nation
ally ranked soccer, tennis and vol
leyball teams. These teams gener
ate positive nationwide public rela
tions for the University.
"We may be well known to the
general public as a soccer school,"
Hughes said. "(But) that doesn't
really change the impression very
much in the higher education com
munity."
The educational community is
more impressed by the Uni versity 's
faculty enhancement.
"There is a faculty here who, for
themostpart.liketoteach," Hughes

see ERA on page 12

President Hughes cited faculty excellence and the liberal arts education among key
determinants of USD's niche. These factors, Hughes said, make the USD experience
unique and have helped to establish the university's reputation.

Liberal arts, student focus contribute to USD niche
Greg Harkless
Staff Writer

SENIOR SURVEY
w

40
Slowly, but measurably, USD is expand
35%
ing. Each year, hundreds of sitidents from
M
i
across thecountry and around the world enter
its Spanish arches and walk across its mani
90
27%
cured lawns. University-wide enrollment
as
has slowly increased each year since 1971
and Loma Hall is only the latest building to
»
pop up on campus with others still on the
19
drawing board.
What is it that draws students to USD?
10
8%
Certainly, there is more to this phenomenon
v?.
than beautiful architecture and green grass.
«
President Author Hughes attributes the
university's growing success to a number of
factors and notes a number of qualities that
set the USD experience apart from other
Graduating settlors are asked to fill out a quesUonalre.
universities.

'm

LIBERAL ARTS
As students quickly learn, USD stresses
the liberal arts. The general education re
quirements include philosophy and religious
studies, topics not partof a typical university's
program.
This emphasis sometimes produces nega
tive reactions from students."How does Logic
prepare me for the competi tive job market?"
is a question typically asked by many stu
dents. And, some feel the structure of the
general education program is such that it
precludes a student from fully exploring a
major.
"If I hadn't passed the language equiva
lency test, I would have graduated on time but

2%

Above are the
results for the question: Which of the following best describes how
your value system was impacted during your years at USD?: A.
Somewhat impacted B. Appreciably expanded and my behavior
influenced C. Challenged to rethink many values D. Unaware of

poorly qualified," said Tim Lang, a junior
and physics major. "It has its good qualities
but I question some of the class require
ments."
"I wouldn't be at all defensive about what
we are doing," Hughes said. "It was fashion
able to throw out the liberal arts in the '60s
and '70s, Harvard led the way. Harvard
brought it back with the realization that the
basic areas of knowledge that are used to help
integrate knowledge are very important to a

person.
Dr. Jane Weininger, director of under
graduate programs for the school of business,
echoed Hughes' position and added that,com
pared to some programs, USD has a loosely
structured general education requirement.
Marquette University, for example, re
quires all students to complete two Western
Civilization courses, Finite Mathematics and
Elementsof Calculus,twoexpository writing
classes and three particular philosophy

courses.
"The liberal arts is not learning for some
thing specific like a job, it's learning for the
sakeoflearning,"Hughessaid. "Wedomore
with it than other schools. I wish we did more
but we are also market tuned to what the
students need and what they want."
President Hughes is quick to dispell the
belief that USD does not adequately prepare
its student for post-graduation.
"We prepare very well for a job," Hughes
said. "Employers tell us repeatedly that they
want liberal arts graduates. I think you will
find that even the attitude within the School
of Business Administration is do as much of
the liberal arts as you can as an undergradu
ate, then go on to do your graduate work in the
school of business, preferably after you've
had some experience."
"The professors (in the school of business)
are very committed to the liberal arts,"
Weininger said.
One company that is looking for USD
graduates is Farmer's Insurance. Each year,
Farmer's awards the university $1,200 for
each USD alum it employs for at least four
years. This year, the check totalled $9,600
and was directed to the financial aid pool.
"Her comments about our graduates were
in the superlative range," Hughes said of
Diane Altaffer, manager of human resources
at Farmer's. "Extraordinarily happy. The
companies who are coming here to recruit
come here even when they are not hiring. The
general attitude seems to be very positive
about our graduates."

see NICHE on page 12
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Sports as a career: USD Athletics
• USD Athletics
prepares the
student athlete
for a pro career
J.J. Shobar
Staff Writer
As head coach for the men's tennis team
over the past 15 years, Ed Collins has seen a
number of his players go on to play profession
ally, including Dan Matteraand four-time AllAmerican Jose Luis Noriega.
The program takes a tremendous amount of
timeandthelevelofplayishigh. Thepractices
are intense and improving concentration is a
major goal that is constantly worked on.
"Collins program and his work ethic taught
me to become a more organized, responsible
individual in life in general," said Matlera,
who played professional German club tennis
after graduation.

THAT WAS THEN,THIS IS NOW
Player
Jose Luis Noriega
Dan Mattera
Scott Lipton
Kevin Bradley
Scott Patridge
Tonya Fuller
Jennifer Larking
Mike Whitmarsh
Anthony Ruess
Kelvin Woods
Dondi Bell
Gyland Dottin
Bo Kemerle
Chris Duke
Paul Gelvezon
Tom Crane
Charles Adair
Jeff Grotewold
Pat Crema
Sean Gousha

Sport

Pro Career

Graduated

tennis
tennis
tennis
tennis
tennis
tennis
tennis
basketball
basketball
basketball
basketball
basketball
soccer
soccer
soccer
soccer
soccer
baseball
baseball
baseball

needs of its students and to enhance the devel
opment of values that will be instrumental for
success later in life.
"We want our student-athletes to be well
And, when it comes to developing a player,
rounded and pursue academics as well as ath
Collins is in a league of his own in many
letics," said Dan Yourg, assistant director of
players' eyes.
athletics.
"Collins is extremely insightful," Mattera
Concerning student-athletes who go on to
said. "He has the capability of taking an graduate, USD is currently ranked 3rd in the
unnatural playerlike myself and giving him the West Coast region, with a 73.3 percent gradu
technical skills to perform at a professional ation rate.
level."
"i think the reason for the high graduation
For years, USD intercollegiate athletics has rate is because USD recruits good studentcreated and environment that encourages and athletes," said Tom Iannacone, Director of
promotes the development of good sportsman Athletics. "Athletes are success oriented and
ship, self-reliance, persistence and cooperative they are used to working hard."
effort to achieve common goals as well as
Speaking of academic success, the 1986
athletic excellence.
soccer squad had a team GPA of 3.3 and the
Such a program strives to meet the various best record in the nation.

1992
1990
1981
1993
1988
1991
1989
1984
1984
1993
1991
1993
1987
1988
1991
1990
1993
1986
1992
1992

APT Tour
German Club Tennis
APT Tour
APT Tour
APT Tour
WTA Tour
WTA Tour
NBA
Basketball Overseas
Basketball Overseas
CBA
Basketball Overseas
San Diego Nomads
Kansas City Comets
San Diego Sockers
San Diego Sockers
San Diego Sockers
Philadelphia Phillies
Toronto Blue Jays
Florida Marlins

Seamus McFadden has been the mens' soc
cer coach for 15 years and emphasizes a high
level of technical skill combined with desire
and effort.
"Coach McFadden expected alot and was a
great motivator," said Paul Gelvezon, who
played for the San Diego Sockers after gradu
ating from USD. "Being able to compete at
such a high level of play against top 20 teams
prepared me to play professional."
Another one of the many sports at USD that
produces professional athletes is the womens'
tennis team, headed by Sherri Stevens, who
builds her teams around the principles of cohe
sion, balance and team work.
"Sherri was a mom and a friend," said
former player Jennifer Larking, who played on
the womens professional tour. "She taught me
to work hard and be disciplined. I really grew

as a team player in the four years I played at
USD."
Basketball, one of the most promoted sports
at USD gives athletes a chance toimprove their
skills . Coach Hank Egan emphasizes team
work and 100 percent effort.
"The program trains players to be well
developed in all areas and to understand all
aspects of the game," Egan said. "Players at

"We want our stu
dent-athletes to be
well rounded and pur
sue academics as well
as athletics,'9?
— Dart Yourg, assistant
director of athletics
USD have a chance to standout and be looked
at by scoots. They don' t get lost in the shuffle
like they might if they went to a top 20 division
I school."
One recent example of an athlete who has
gone on tocompete at the professional level is
Noriega, who graduated in 1992.
In his senior year, Noriega finished the
season ranked No. 3 in college tennis. Hecould
be seen on the court hitting balls side to side
with coach Collins.
"Collins constantly worked on developing
Noriega's shots and technique," Mattera said.
(Noriega was out of the country and unavail
able for comment).
Noriega, 23, is currently ranked No. 199 in
the world after competing in 10 tournaments.
He is one of several athletes who have carried
out the tradition of the student-athlete at USD.
He has enhanced the image of USD, students,
alumni and the public at large.

Metamorphosis: The transition from player to coach
Chris Kostoff
Staff Writer
Mike Haupt and Tony daLuz
have many things in common.
They're both young and energetic.
They both were graduated from
USD with business degrees. Each
was a college athlete and aspired to
a professional sports career. And
each turned to coaching when his
dream for a pro career did not ma
terialize.
Today, Haupt and daLuz work
in the same building for the same
employer — USD.
Haupt, 27, is in his second year
as a men's basketball assistant
coach, while daLuz, 29, just com
pleted his second season as head
coach of the women's soccer team.
They have learned that, given
the appropriate undergraduate ex
perience, a satisfying career in ath
letics sometimes can parallel one's
dreams.
Haupt says he feels lucky to have
landed a coaching job at the Divi
sion I level. He largely credits Head
Coach Hank Egan for the opportu
nity. Haupt, who played for Egan
from 1986 to 1988, was a graduate
assistant with the team last year
and was unfocused about career
goals.
"I really didn't know what I

daLuz: Has thrived in USD's
competitive environment
wanted to do," he said. "1 would
have liked to play basketball in
Europe, but many things hap
pened."
A torn ligament in his knee cut
short his playing days and shat
tered hisfuture overseas. ButHaupt
believes his life at USD as a stu
dent helped him adjust to a new
game; it helped to prepare him for
his coaching position.
"I learned how to deal with
people," he said. "I also learned to
be disciplined,caring and prompt.
These qualities carry over on to
coaching."
He has also learned to deal bet
ter with adversity — lessons that
come in handy for a beginning
coach. The career-ending knee
injury and the death of his father
have graced Haupt with additional
layers of maturity.

"These life experiences have
taught me a lot about myself," he
said.
Haupt worked at the University
Center as Assistant Director of
Operations soon after graduating
in 1989. He soon realized, how
ever, that he missed the game of
basketball. He discovered that ev
erything he was doing on his free
time involved basketball. This in
cluded helping out at local high
schools and at therecreational level.
Many gifted college athletes not
only want to win, they areobsessed
with playing their way to the pro
leagues here or overseas. Once they
realize that only the top 2 percent
make it to the big show, many wish
to remain connected to the sport
via the sidelines.
But the coaching route is no less
arduous. A coach's training usu
ally starts at the youth level and
gradually progresses up through
several levels of competition. As
in other careers, coaches pay their
dues in qualifying for the full-time
paid positions.
Haupt, however, is on the fast
track. While nearly every player of
any age wants to "be like Mike,"
the one who ruled the NBA and
gave new meaning to the phrase
hang time, most young coaches
want to be like this Mike — they'd
kill for the position that Mike Haupt

enjoys.
daLuz always knew he wanted
to be a coach. He has been coach
ing soccer since he was.15. Like
Haupt, however, daLuz has met
coaching success with remarkable
speed. The team finished its sec
ond season under daLuz with an
impressive 8-8 record even though
the program is making the difficult
transition from club status to Divi
sion I.
daLuz enjoyed much success as
a player at USD. He was named
the team's most valuable player
his junior year and received allleague honors his senior year. He
was drafted by the San Diego
Sockers of the professional Major
Indoor Soccer League, but he real
ized that a soccer career in the
United States was not exactly the
most secure of occupations. The
league eventually folded.
"There are not many opportuni
ties for soccer in this country," he
said.
While attending USD, daLuz
said, he really didn't think much
about what the University meant to
him. But daLuz, who majored in
Business, was content with under
graduate life, and he believes some
of his courses at USD prepared
him for his job today.
"Some of my communication
and psychology courses helped out

in regards to dealing with people,"
he said.
daLuz believes the competitive
atmosphere' of the classroom as
well as the playing field was a key
factor to his success both as an
individual and as a coach. He made
sure he pulled his weight in class
so other students would understand
why "student" comes first in the
phrase "student-athlete." He be
lieves the small class sizes at USD
encouraged him to apply himself
to the fullest extent,
"I had to be prepared every day
in class," he said.
This quality has carried over to
the soccer field. daLuz works as
hard as his players do in the daily
team practices. He applies pres
sure to his players in constructive
ways, as his undergraduate teach
ers did to him. He believes he has
earned the respect of his players.
He knows when to put his foot
down — and when to hold off on
criticism. He feels his commitment
to the players will ensure the
program's success.
USD runs on a mixture of com
passion and competition. The com
bination, found both in the class
room and in the locker room, pre
pares students well for the outside
world as doctors, accountants, law
yers ... and coaches.
Mike and Tony can attest to this.
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Employment market fore
cast for the year 2000:
- The average number of
employees in a U.S. company
will have decreased.
- More people will be in
business for themselves
- Almost every worker will
feel increased pressure to
specialize.

Source: Fortune, May 17,1993.

ship program with San Diego Hotel Reserva
tions in her senior year. Upon completion of
the internship program she stayed on as aparttime employee, while looking for other em
ployment.
Through her work at the Vista, Marquez
was offered a part-time position at Inc. It, an
E-mail center servicing San Diego businesses,
as a freelance promoter.
Marquez recently left Inc. It to accept a
full-time position as Reservations Coordina
tor for San Diego Hotel Reservations. She
supervises others and is on-call most of the
time. Marquez enjoys her job and finds that
full-time employment adds stability to her
life.
With competition for jobs one must have
something that others do not have. When
asked what gives graduating students an edge
in the job market Marquez responds: "Giving
priority to your studies and understanding the

connection between what you are learning in
your classes and the field you want to enter.
That, coupled with my experiences, gave me
an edge over others."
"I applied for jobs where people had five
years of business experience but they didn't
have the education that I did," Marquez said.
"People shouldn' t be worried about finding a
job after graduation because there are so
many other things you can do if the job thing
doesn't work for you. You can travel to
broaden your horizons or go back to school as
a graduate student. But you shouldn't be
scared that you won't ever find anything."
There is hope for the student who is not as
prepared as Marquez in getting your career
started. By following these suggestions, the
job search should become more focused:
1. Figure out what is desired. Make an
appointment with a career counselor. Under
going career counseling will help identify
strengths, weaknesses,abilities. Careercoun-

Tying the knot in
Founders Chapel
• USD couples granted
exclusive use of chapel
called fondly throughout one's life.
"Many people want to get married
Special to the VISTA
in Founders Chapel because it is so
For many, marriage is seen as an pretty," Gualtieri said. "But it goes
inevitable event in life. Whether this much further than that. Most impor
magical timecomes next year or in the tantly, they need to realize that this is
next 10 years, there are many impor a Catholic church and that a marriage
tant decisions that need to be made by is taken as a sacrament."
The main concern for Gualtieri is
a prospective couple.
that
the couple believe that the wed
Should the wedding in a beautifully
ding
is indeed a sacrament to be kept
sequestered hometown chapel,orata
a
lifetime,
not "just a ceremony."
drive-thru window in Vegas?
Gualtieri
believes
that couples that
Whom should the couple invite?
invest
their
faith
in
the idea that a
Who should be best man? Brides
wedding
is
a
holy
union
tend to stay
maid? More importantly, does the
together
longer
than
those
who do not.
couple thinkof the weddingasasimple
She
feels
this
is
because
they
under
ceremony or a holy sacrament?
stand
the
great
significance
of the
These are but a few of the many
precepts
of
holy
matrimony,
and
that
questions that need to be addressed
these
lessons
helpacouple
get
through
before marriage.
As wedding coordinator at the Uni rough times.
Gualtieri was graduated from the
versity of San Diego, Amy Gualtieri
University
of San Diego in 1986 with
specializes in answering these kind of
a
degree
in
diversified liberal arts.
questions for the USD community.
After
graduation,
she worked for a
The USD Founders Chapel is used
paralegal
firm.
Gualtieri
decided that
exclusively forCatholic weddings by
shewasnotcutoutforthatlineof
work
USD students, staff, faculty and
alumni. Given careful thought and and decided to return to school. She
preparation, a ceremony in Founders began the registered dietician program
Chapel can often turn out to be a atSanDiegoState University. In 1989,
beautiful experience that will be re after working at the USD Student

Drew Matushek

Accounts officeforone year,Gualtieri
earned thepositionofWeddingCoordinator.
"I really do love my job. I think that
it is so neat that I can assistcouples in
one of the biggest steps they are going
to make in their lives," Gualtieri said.
Gualtieri is quick to dispel various
rumors about getting married in
Founders Chapel.
"One time when I was on campus,
there was a group on a tour of the
campus," Gualtieri said. "When they
were in front of Founders Chapel, the
tour guide told them that there was a
two-year waiting list to get married in
the chapel. I was really shocked that I
heard this and told them that what the
guide said was simply not true."
The Roman Catholic Church re
quires a nine-month waiting period
for all Catholic ceremonies. After that,
the couples need to pick a date. The
waiting time varies according to the
time of year. According to Associate
Campus Minister Mary Ellen Pitard,
'Each year the university graduates
close to900 students. In a year's time,
there are six time slots per weekend,
excluding holidays. So, there is al
ways going to be people waiting for
certain dates of the year."
Gualtieri is open to assisting couples
in pre-marital preparation. Although
she does not take care of itemssuch as
flowers, dresses, catering or the selec
tion of a reception location, she is

seling will help create or review resumes for
more effect.
2. Set goals for desired achievements.
Seek positions where strengths will be maxi
mized. Embark on a job hunt, begin an
internship; prepare to take the tests needed in
order to apply to graduate school; begin net
working; check job availibility on a daily
basis. Research the supply and demand of
your specific major in related job field; un
derstand the economics of the present job
market. Develop a strategy and go for it!
3. Be flexible. Do not be reluctant to take
a lower-level position than expected if it
places you on a des ired career path. Be aware
of the big picture; accept jobs that you may
not have considered otherwise to gain varied
skills and experience.
The search for a job is a dynamic process
requiring a concerted effort. Once this is
understood it will make finding a successful
career that much easier.

Founders altar provides a picturesque backdrop for couples taking
life-long vows of matrimony. USD Community members have exclu
sive use of the chapel, which is located in the rear of Founders Hall.
happy to give referrals. Her experi
ence with businesses in theSan Diego
area will help meet customers' needs.
Though some parishoners pay no
fees for their own church, a$300 fee is
assessed to pay for thechapel because
it is for the private use of a couple;
Gualtieri's salary, however, is paid by
the University. The couple must also
select a priest, who decides what kind
of conseling the couple needs toseek.

Gualtieri received a phone call from
a woman who asked what she could
do to makeher ceremony in the chapel
special. "If you want to make it spe
cial, the only thing that 1 can tell you is
to look past all the decorations, flow
ers and clothing," Gualtieri told the
caller. "Look at what you are doing
and why you are doing it You can
really tell the difference in a wedding
that is done for the right reasons."
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THE STUDENT-ATHLETE
Reports of amatuer athletes receiving pay,
including the University of Oklahoma in the
late 1980s and at the University of Washing
ton last year, verified what had been specu
lated for years: that intercollegiate athletics
has become a money-making machine for
some schools. But this is not the case at USD.
"I think we are honest about intercollegiate
athletics," Hughes said. "We attract the stu
dent athlete who both participates in athletics
and graduates — and not in some sham of a
program. We don't have any."
In fact, according to recent statistics re
leased by the NCAA, USD student-athletes
graduated at a higher rate than non-athletes.
Over the four-year period from 1989 through
1993, USD athletes graduated at an average

rate of 81 percent, 21 percent higher than
non-athletes.
According to The Chronicle of Higher
Education, USD ranked third among West
Coast colleges in graduation percentages in
1984 and 1985. Only Stanford and Santa
Clara ranked higher.
President Hughes noted, however, that an
emphasis on education is not typical among
some larger institutions.
"I mentioned that I think the nation's
intercollegiate athletics scene is corrupt,"
Hughes said. "I implied that, I didn't say it
directly. Well, let me say it directly: 1 think
it's corrupt."
Hughes said many institutions engage in a
dubious cycle of athletics management: they
strive for more money to increase the size of
the program in order to attract larger audi

ences, which boosts gate receipts, television
revenuesand merchandizing fees - and brings
the chain full circle.
"The corrupt part of it is what happens to
students who are brought in under the il lusion
that they can become college graduates when
the people bringing them in know darn good
and well that will never happen," Hughes
said.
Director of Athletics Tom Iannacone
praised USD's educational philosophy. "We
are a values-based institution that recruits
solid people," Iannacone said. "We do what
we can within that system and I am very
comfortable and happy with the results.
"I've been to three other institutions," he
said. "USD is unique.
"I think the NCAA awakened to these
problems a number of years ago and it is very

gradually changing so that in the long run it
will eventually become what weare," Hughes
said. "We won't give in to the temptation of
bringing kids here who won't get through. To
us it's dishonest."
GROWTH
One hot topic has been the physical growth
of the University, which gained a new book
store and classrooms last fall. More expan
sion seems likely, given plans to build a new
sports center and a parking garage, and given
talk about converting Marian Way into a
grassy area.
Hughes was quick to point out, however,
that some of those projects are on hold.
"The last number we got on the sports
see NICHE on page 12
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At $80,000 over four years, caveat emptor
THEY'RE IN THE MONEY

By Jonah Weinberg

Staff Writer

Things were simple the way my grandfather
saw them. "Go to college," he told me. "So
you can get a good job when you graduate."
When he was a boy, the job market beat a path
to thedoor of the college graduate. A high
school diploma was considered a good thing,
but a college diploma could get you any job
you wanted.
Times have changed. Today, a high school
diploma is a prerequisite forditch-digging, and
even McDonalds prefers its employess to hold
a BA or BS in something. College diplomas
are just not that rare anymore, and competition
for jobs among college graduates is growing
fierce.
The university was originally based on the
liberal arts. In this system, students are exposed
to a smattering of all the major arts and sciences
before graduating. This system is acclaimed by
many educators for providing the most wellrounded and diversified education available.
In the 1960s, during the system's heyday in
this country, the English major ruled over the
realm of bachelor degrees, followed by
Philosophy, Political Science and History. If
none of these degrees prooved particularly
appealing, one could always fall back on the
catch-all degree — Diversified Liberal Arts.
The DLA degree allows the student to take
whatever classes the student feels like taking.
Trade schools woe frowned upon by the
educated elite as the products of the petite
bourgeoisie, and the sciences woe too exact,
too confining. One was not considered truly

•INTERN
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continuied from page 8
Numerous internships are offered through
Career Services and through various depart
ments. Scales reminds students, however,
that internships will not be handed to them
"on a silver platter. We [Career Services] act
as a bridge to internships and jobs," she said.
It is up to the student to approach the
department heads, Career Services and em
ployers. No one will tell students what in
ternships are available unless they ask. With
the number of resources, including Campus
Ministry, at students' disposal, students are
usually able to find suitable internships.
Students often want to know the extent to
which internships can help them secure jobs.
"Internships are experimentation," Scales
said. By becoming an intern, a student not
only gains experience, but gets to see if the
field they has chosen really is one in which
they want to work.
Some companies, particularly IBM, only
hire their own interns. Scales said that this
trend is being adopted increasingly by other
companies. "People are afraid now to hire
full-time employees, companies want to see
performance first," she said.
For example, Scales cited the policy used
by the Gap, a clothing store that has a large

• NICHE
continued from page 11
center as it was designed was at about $26
million," Hughes said. "And that is so far
over anything we can afford, you know, back
to the drawing board."
The parking situation has long been frus
trating. The option of building a parking
structure has been downplayed because of
cost. And, as Hughes pointed out, the depar
ture of the diocese will yield a couple of
hundred new parking spaces next year.
Nonetheless, Hughes said, "the campus'
handling of the automobile has got to change."
Yet, Hughes was careful not to suggest that
the University needsto change. "Withmaybe
one or two exceptions there is adequate space
on campus to grow if we want to grow. But,
growth, per se, is not an essential phenom
enon that you have to experience toget better

TOP 10

ESTIMATED JOB DEMAND BY FIELD OF STUDY
(1993-1994 BACHELORS DEGREE GRADUATES)
Major

Estimated Numbers

Business & Management
Social Sciences
Education
Engineering
Health Professions
Psychology
Communication
Letters
Visual & Performing Arts
Life Sciences

Yearly Starting Pay

283,000
124,000
111,000
70,000
68,000
56,000
54,000
50,000
43,000
41,000

$15,000-- 34,000
$15,000--28,000
$12,000-- 26,000
$19,000--47,000
$17,000--48,000
$14,000--28,000
$14,000--28,000
$14,000--28,000
$15,000--25,000
$15,000--30,000

"Source: College Placement Council, Inc.

educated unless one could analyze a poem by
Wordsworth, argue the merits of Marx versus
Mills or detail the Roman victory over Carthage
in the third Punic War.
These beliefs havecarried over into the
present decade, and many students still flock to
liberal arts universities like USD, in search of
this great esoteric education that we have all
been taught about We all laugh a bit smugly
market share and steady growth due to its
broad appeal and reasonable prices. They
offer internships to juniors, which begin with
an information session. If students are will
ing to make a commitment, they end with a
12- to 15-month internship. The internships
are paid, and the students reap the benefits of
a full-time job offer when the internship is
completed. In addition, the Gap will pick up
the tab for job-related schooling. The Gap is
screening candidates now and will be con
ducting interviews in January and February.
The Career Services Office has no statis
tics that track the number of students who
gain jobs through internships. "Tracking is
real tough. I'm working on developing a
survey right now," Scales said.
One project being developed at this time
concerns the alumni handbook. Beside the
name of each alumnus there will be a code
relating the student's major and where to
contact that student for information about
how they acquired a job after graduation. It
should be available by next year.
For further information, set up appoint
ments with Career Services, department in
ternship coordinators or Campus Ministry.
Consulting all three resources will give you
the best perspective on which internship is
best for you.
and better," he said.
USD prides itself on its size. Small classes
yield a better educational experience and
USD can boast of a student-to-faculty ratioof
18 to 1. According to University statistics,
full-time, University-wide enrollment has in
creased by 994 in the past 10 years, an in
crease of only 23 percent. The growth is less
significant for undergraduate enrollment,
which has increased less than 21 percent.
A DIFFERENT EXPERIENCE
Perhaps some students leave USD lacking
the technical experience that could land them
a job immediately followinggraduation. Some
may feel cheated out of the multi-milliondollar football programs and expansive fa
cilities available at large campuses.
But what they do not miss out on is the
unique experience that USD offers: Small
classes, attention to the liberal arts and a

about the graduate from ITT Technical
Institute; he probably never even heard of
Kandinsky's influence on 20th-century art
Well, keep laughing Mr. English major,
because the ITT graduate is more likely to
have a paying job lined up when he graduates
after two years than you will after four.
It seems that employers today are less
interested in how well-rounded your education

• ERA

continued from page 9

said. 'They like the teaching-learning
environment. That isn't always true.
I've been in institutions where teaching
was the drudgery of the job."
Faculty are recruited nationally and
selection criteria are highly competi
tive. A masters degree is required for
a part-time teaching position, while a
terminal degree is required for a fulltime, tenure-track appointment.
The University tends to keep parttime teachers on the staff for a short time
before releasing them. The introduc
tion of new, part-time teachers within
every department ensures the inclusion
of alternative teaching perspectives and
training methods.
USD has a talented faculty. Although
competing universities make that same
claim, it should be realized that, in the
Hughes years, USD has developed the
credentials that define its reputation to
day.
That is Hughes' legacy. He leaves
very big shoes for his successor to fill.

faculty dedicated to teaching, not research.
"The quality of the institution is where
the graduates go in terms of emloyment or
graduate school," Hughes said. "Butit'salso
what the students make of their lives. The
liberal arts aren't concerned with what you
are going to do for a living but with what you
are going to do with your life."
As USD stares transition in the face and
begins the planning that will determine
many of its goals for the next 10 years, much
of what the students have come to expect
may be viewed from a new perspective.
One feature that is sure to remain, how
ever, is the teacher-student relationship at
USD. Perhaps President Hughes summed
up USD best. "If you look at the combination
of a good faculty and a good student body, a
faculty that like to teach and kids who want
to learn ... not bad.
"Not bad."

was, and with bachelor degrees a dime a dozen,
they can pick employees for any job from
among a wide selection of applicants.
English majors can hardly bag groceries
without a masters degree, while accounting
majors are being snatched up left and right by
firms that need trained, educated workers who
have concrete skills at the time of graduation.
Sure, there are plenty of Business majors who
will go on to get their MBAs, but they are
prepared for an administrative job when they are
handed their diploma. Check out the want ads;
the demand lot administrators is slightly higher
than that for philosophers or literature analysts.
The point is not that business is somehow a
better field of study than liberal arts. But an old,
familiar warning applies here — caveat emptor,
or buyer beware. You, the student, should
know what you are buying for $80,000. . A
business degree may be your key to rapid
employment — it is ideally suited to those who
hate school and simply want to get the skills
needed for a job, so they can kiss college good
bye. But your world view will be limited by the
lack of perspective provided in this atmosphere.
The nuances of writing and literary interpreta
tion are lost, not to mention all that knowledge
which is so useful when playing Trivial Pursuit
Simply stated, liberal arts is the field of study
for those who are more interested in a diversi
fied education, while the business degree is
geared more toward those interested in getting a
job in their fields immediately after graduation.
A liberal aits degree will probably not yield as
quick a return on your investment as will a
businessdegree, but if knowledge is your goal,
then you probably do not mind.

• COORDINATE
continued from page 8
choice. "Some go on to get teaching creden
tials," Simovich added.
Biology internships can include herbarium
management at Torrey Pines State Park, car
rying out behavior observations on primates
at the San Diego Zoo, working in pre- and
post-natal genetic counseling laboratory and
genetic engineering labs, and conducting
vernal pool plant succession studies on Santa
Rosa Plateau Reserve during the summer.
Communication Studies keeps current co
ordinator Dr. Larry Williamson busy with
approximately 20 internships worked every
semester. Possibly 50 percent of the intern
ships are instrumental in helping students
find jobs.
"Marketing/advertising firms now use in
ternships to test potential employees; they are
a built-in feature of the industry," W illiamson
said.
Hispanic Studies Curriculum is the only
department in the School of Arts and Sci
ences that requires an internship, HISP194.
The student can go "directly into the culture
to experience what the culture is like," said
Cordy- Collins. "It's a great opportunity."
HISP194 internships are arranged by specific
instructors in various departments of the
University that are affiliated with the His
panic Studies Program.
The School of Business Administration
manages the most internships in the Univer
sity, with an average of 115 undergraduate
students and 20 graduate students every year,
according to Professor Marc Lampe who
coordinates all internships in the Business
School.
In the Business School, internships help
provide a network within which a student
may locate a job. Often the references given
by employers from an internship hold a great
deal of credibility forprospectiveemployers.
Internships also provide experience specifi
cally appropriate for use on a resume or for a
reference that leads to a job.
Lampe's advise to students: "Don't leave
college without one!"
Good luck in your "experiential learning,"
and remember that a good internship will
positively change the rest of yo u 'i e.
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Health costs can make students sick
I The high cost of health care insurance does anything but make you feel better

Mike Fridolfs
Special to the VISTA

A billion dollars is spent anually for
student health care in this country.
How much of that comes from your
pocket? The high cost of medical care in
colleges is increasing and there is a
rising concern about those who balance
the school's budgets and those who pay.
Every year there are 20 to 25 million
visits to campus health centers. Each
visit averages out to $107.68 per person
in private institutions and $99.30 per
person in public institutions. The un
dergraduate enrollment at USD is 3,900
and the average number of total Health
Center visits per year by undergradu
ate students is 3,000. Given the na
tional average, this costs the Univer
sity about $323,040.

The sources of financing for student
health care have changed little since
the 1950s, with a continued mix of
prepaid health fees, general university
funds, fee-for-service-revenue and in
surance reimbursement. Each campus
has its own combination of sources, so
it is difficult to make generalizations.
Public institutions derive 45.5 percent
of their operating expenses from uni
versity general fund sources, 34.4 per
cent from an identified health fee
charged to students, 14.3 percent from
fee-for-service revenue, 3.4 percent
from insurance revenue, and 2.4 per
cent from miscellaneous sources.
Private institutions derive slightly
higher amounts of their operating bud
get from general sources (46.9 per
cent), health fees (36.6 percent) and
insurance sources (8.3 percent). Pri
vate institutions use less fee-for-service revenue (7.4 percent).
A J.W. Brasseur study shows that

the majority of small campuses fund
their health centers mainly through
general fund resources.
Institutional policies vary with re
spect to designated health insurance
and health-fee participation. Health
insurance is an especially important
issue because college students are
among the most likely individuals to be
uninsured, according to a report sub
mitted to the California legislature.
Student participation is very low in
voluntary health insurance plans. Ac
cording to Kathleen Longmire, a regis
tered nurse who has worked in the
USD Health Centerfor nine years, "Stu
dents are not aware of their healthinsurance plans or they do not know if
they have a prescription plan."
This problem is compounded when
one considers that student status often
renders students ineligible for public
medical assistance. Student health
centers may be the only medical re

'Heidi'raises women's issues

• "The Heidi Chronicles" provide audience with more than entertainment
Darcie Mclntire
Staff Writer
"The Heidi Chronicles," a play
produced by Actors Anonymous,
AS Cultural Arts and by special
arrangement with Dramatist's Play
Service, asks its audiences,
"Women, who are we and where are
we going?"
Of course, answering this com
plex question is a bit harder to come
toconclusions about as the
main character Heidi Hol
land (Kelly C. McAndrew)
finds in the play — which
follows her baby-boomergeneration life in a series
of flashbacks. It tells the
story of her inner growth
and self discovery through
her friendships between
both men and women.
The production focused
on women's issues in con
temporary society. At the
same time it addressed
women's roles in history.
Heidi's main focus and Heidi,
interest is in her love of art
and especially women inart through
out history. During the play the
audience sees how her education in
this area aids her in interpreting the
world she exists in.
In the first scene, she is in a lec
ture hall showing her students slides
of art hundreds of years old, done
entirely by women. These women
were some of the great artists of
their time, but were never recog
nized in history books.
One of the paintings shown was
of a woman seemingly standing and

were all superbly entertaining.
Sniffin, played Susan
Johnson, Heidi's friend since
high school. Her outgoing and
outspoken character helped
counteract Heidi's quiet and
calm demeanor.
Black played Heidi's preco
cious lover and friend, Scoop
Rosenbaum. He was hilariously
smug and selfish, yet I could
really see that although he was
not perfect, healways
meant well. This was
true even when he
married someone
other than Heidi,
which was sad for
both her and the audi
ence, but probably the
best in the long term.
Hailing played Pe
ter Patrone, Heidi's
long time friend. His
£
sarcastic
nature was
c/i
|
often very humorous
land lovable, which
3a made me feel for the
j character when he
McAndrew, and rest of cast members
learned he had con
women, the cause of the production tracted AIDS from a former
was with equal merit. Admission was lover.
"The Heidi Chronicles" was
free, but donations were taken at the
door in order to benefit breast and well received by it's audiences.
One audience member said it
cervical cancer research.
The play was done exceptionally was "an excellent play and all
well. Student director Lisa Gallagher those involved should be com
has great directing ability demonstrated mended for their hard work and
by the energy and smoothness of the for wanting to contribute to such
play. She directed a strong and team- an appropriate cause."
Heidi Women's issues in a
oriented castthat brought Wasserstein's
different light and I feel the art
words to life.
Supporting cast members Katherine world can continue to elevate
Sniffin, Michael Hailing and J.D. Black awareness of issuessuch as these.
watching something from thesidelines.
The picture causes Heidi to flashback
to a time when she was at a dance in
high school in which she too, watched
from the sidelines.
By identifying with women artists
who lived centuries ago, Heidi is bring
ing a sort of parallel connection be
tween all women,past and present,and
the unique difficulties they have expe
rienced throughout time.
In addition to the play focusing on

source financially accessible to stu
dents.
The American College Health Asso
ciation estimates that about 3 million
U.S. college students, or 24 percent of
those enrolled, have no health insur
ance. The association also says that
about 24 percent of students who do
have health insuran ce h ave in adequate
coverage.
An informal survey of the USD com
munity revealed th at 15 out of 40 people
did not know if they had insurance or if
they were covered—they had no idea of
what coverage they had.
USD students are covered by Blue
Cross, Cigna, FHP, Aetna, California
Care and Hartford health insurance,
among others. Most students who do
have insurance are insured by their
parents' companies, but some pay pre
miums.
see COSTLY COLD on page 15

USD STUDENT TRAVEL LOG
The USD Student Travel Log
was a new addi
tion this semes
ter to the College
Life sections of
the VISTA. This
article is one of many that
gave students the opportu
nity to share their travel
experiences with the rest of
the USD community. As I
hand over my position to the
next lucky soul you fills my
shoes while / am in Spain,
let me say that it has been a
pleasure to provide students
with this column and all my
services as College Life
Editor this semester.

France, a Certain
Je Ne Sais Quoi
J.B. Little
Special to the VISTA

I knew it was going to be an
interesting semester when I went
to get my luggage in the Paris
airport and it was not there....
For the first couple of weeks
I was just another American in
France. I talked English, hung
out with my American friends,
wore baseball hats and would
rather have a five- dollar beer
than some wimpy glass of wine.

I was content with
spending the next six
months as a mere visi
tor to this weird coun
try.
Aix-En-Provence,
France is located in the
south and isonly about
50 miles from the famous
French Rivirea.
The city itself is small but
very friendly; the rude French
man stigmadoes not exist here.
In early fall the weather is
still in the mid to upper 70's. It
is shorts and t-shirt weather to
most of us, but for the French
its blue jeans, an oxford shirt,
some sort of a scarf ora sweater
wrapped around their neck as
if it was a scarf and a blazer.
The winter months are much
colder at night but still bear
able during the day, and re
quire an extra layer. Denim
seems to be the only material
available for the younger
crowd; a denim-on-denim
combo is not out of the ques
tion. Amidst this strange but
intriguing culture I started my
semester
To my surprise I found my
self, one month later, sitting on
the Cours Mirabeau wearing
denim and a blazer, enjoying
coffee, a book and the French
conversation. That day proved
to be just the change I needed
to let down my rather large red,
white and blue partition and
immerse myself into this mys
terious life-style.

see FRANCE on page!5
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M Gripe Box
The Associated Stu
dents, in order better serve
the USD community, will
have a weekly column in
the College Life section of
the VIST A. We encourage
students to submit com
ments, criticisms or ideas
about AS either to the
VISTA or to drop a note
into the Associated Stu
dents boxes located all over
campus. Submissions and
their AS responses will be
published weekly.

Student hot and both
ered by lack of AC in
Residence Halls
STUDENT:
I am upset by the fact that
there is no air conditioning
in the resident halls. I pay
nearly $20,000 annually to

attend USD and live on campus.
I don't think that air condition
ing is too much to ask.
Signed,
Sweaty Joe Junior
AS: Dear Sweaty Joe,
I realize that there are times
during the year when the resi
dent halls can become quite
warm. Opening the windows
and turning on a fan does not
always cool things off. It seems
obvious that the Physical Plant
and the Housing Office should
provide air conditioning for the
residents.
Unfortunately the number of
reasons against installing air
conditioning outweigh the rea
sons that favor it.
One of the primary justifica
tions for opposing air condi
tioning is that the weather ne
cessitating it only occurs dur
ing the first and last few weeks
of each school year. There are
a hand full of students living on
campus during the summer
months, but not enough to jus

©on AHmimm3
Eye on Alumni was yet an
other new addition to the
College Life section of the
VISTA this semester. This
column gave current USD
students an opportunity to
see how USD alumni were
doing, what university ac
tivities the alumni were in
volved in and hopefully pro
vided possible future job
connections.

Boomerang Alumn
teaches Literature
Christine E. Naugle
Asst. College Life Editor
Lisa Smith, a 1983 gradu
ate from USD, has returned
to her alma mater to be an
English Professor. Origi
nally from San Diego, Ms.
Smith-Hinkley graduated
from USD's undergraduate
program with a major in En
glish and a minor in Art His
tory and entered U.S.D.

graduate school, where she
recieved her M.A. in English.
Before teaching at U.S.D.,
Smith taught English as a sec
ond language (E.S.L.) for a lan
guage institute in San Diego.
She has been a faculty member
at U.S.D. for the past two and a
half years. Smith job title is a
lecturer in English. She teaches
mostly lower division composi
tion and literature and occasion
ally lower division British Lit
erature.
Smith is extremely happy at
USD because she has spent most
of her adult life here. She said
she loves her students because
they are intelligent and inter
esting young people. She notes
that "college is an exciting time
of life and I enjoy being a part
of it." She intends to stay with
teaching and eventually wants
to pursue a Ph.D in English lit
erature.
Smith is also involved with
U.S.D.'s writing center as it's
assistant director. She finds this
position challenging and inter
esting because, as a student here,
she used to be a tutor. At that

tify the expense. Between
those months, the tempera
ture does not climb high
enough for air conditioning
to be effective.
Cost obviously is another
factor to consider. Install
ing air conditioning units in
all residence halls would
carry with it an enormous
price tag. Once the units are
installed, there is the added
expense of paying operating
and maintenance costs.
These costs would naturally
need to be transferred to the
students in the form of
higher room-and-board fees.
Thank you for voicing
your concern in this matter.
Without hearing the opin
ions of the students at the
University, we cannot at
tempt to correct the prob
lems you have.
If there is any other way
we can be of service, please
let Student Issues Board
know by dropping a note in
one of the three Students Is
sues Boxes located around
campus.
Sincerely,
Eric Ludwig
Junior Class Senator

time they only had 10 tutors
and used a closet for a room.
Currently, there are over 40
tutors, and five computers in
the center. The Writing Cen
ter is in the process of ex
panding and reaching out to
the U.S.D. community at
large, instead of just the En
glish department.
Smith enjoys talking about
literature and is pleased to
get paid for reading books,
which is her biggest pleasure.
Moreover, she wants her stu
dents to "relax, and enjoy
their studies more. Do not be
so worried about the outcome
— what you are going to do in
the world, or the grade you
are going to recieve." She em
phasizes that students should
try to appreciate the diversity
of subjects, teachers, and
ways of looking at the world.
She also stresses, "to enjoy
your own intellectual devel
opment."
Besides teaching, Smith's
hobbies include gardening,
and spending time with her
two daughters, Ana, age 5 and
Jane, age 3. She also enjoys
reading literature from the
British Romanticism era.

the VISTA'
Although it has 6een the highlight of my life working as the Col
lege Life editor of the VlSLA, I must turn in my disks and move
on. If you thinpthat you are woman enough to fill my shoes then
lets hear f r o m y o u . 110144%. J d a ^ < e y o u l

]£
If you would like to include
your event in this box, send typed
information to: USD VISTA; do
College Life Editor;5998Alcala
Park; San Diego, CA 921102492.
Please remember to include
time, date, place, purpose, event
title and some background on
the event. All submissions are
due two weeks prior to publica
tion. The USD VISTA reserves
the right to deny servicing of
press releases.

THURSDAY, Dec. 9
T.G.I.F: Thursday Night
Dinner Gather in Faith is
sponsored by campus ministry.
All USD commuter and
resident students are welcomed
for dinner, socializing and
faith sharing. Dinner is served
from 5 - 6 p.m., faith sharing
from 6-7 p.m. in Alcala Vista
apartments Palomar Study
Lounge (street level). $2
donations for dinner are
welcomed. Campus Ministry
encourages all interested
students to take advantage of
this opportunity to gather in
faith.
Cappacino Night: An AS
sponsored event for all
cappacino lovers in the Grille.
Time TBA.

FRIDAY, Dec. 10
A Festival of Lessons and
Carols: USD and the Dept. of
Fine Arts presents A Festival
Of Lessons and Carols
featuring the USD Community
Choir directed by Ron Gillis
with special guests USD
Choral Scholars and Stephen
Sturk, director. Festival will
be held in the Founders
Chapel Dec. 10 and 11 at 8
p.m. General admission is $7,
Faculty and Staff, $5 and
students, $3.
Movie of the Week: Dead
Poet's Society, Friday Dec. 10
and Sunday Dec. 12.
The Nutcracker: Presented
by the San Diego Ballet, The
Nutcracker will be performed
Dec. 10 at the Theatre East in
El Cajon. Call the El Cajon
Box Office at 440-2277 for
more details. Other perfor
mances will be Dec. 17,18
and 19 at UCSD, Mandeville.
For further information call
278- T1XS.

GENERAL
ANNOUNCEMENTS'
"This land is yourland"With
final exams approaching quite
rapidly, who has the time to
make summer plans? However
mind-boggled you may be, it's
time to take a mental break
before this trip passes you by.

Campu*-related event*
Father James O'Leary and
Rabbi Wayne Dosick are
offering an adventurous tour of
Rome and Israel. "This Land is
Your Land, This Land is My
Land", is a 15-day trip to the
Holy Land of Israel and the
Eternal city of Rome leaving
San Diego on June 26,1994.
The tour will included is the
meeting with a high ranking
Vatican official and a chance to
see the burial catacombs,
important to both Christians
and Jews. The price is $3,185
which includes airfare, accom
modations, experienced tour
guides, buffet breakfast
everyday, and four deluxe
dinners. All entrance and
admission fees to the various
sites are also covered.
Father O'Leary and Rabbi
Dosick invite college students,
individuals, couples and
families explore the origins and
homelands of two great
religions traditions -Judaism
and Christianity- us an excel
lent way to get more in touch
with your religion, as well as
another's faith.
"Despite our differences —
and there are many-there is
much more that unites us as
human beings," said Father
O'Leary.
All interested students are
encouraged to call Father
O'Leary at 260-7702 or Rabbi
Dosick at 943-8370.
Science Fiction Club: Hey
everybody, there is anew
addition to the USD club
community. Now all of you
sci fi junkies have an opportu
nity to gather and share
stories of your favorite
science fiction characters,
movies or T.V. series. Keith
Antigiovanni, the founder of
he club is very enthusiastic
about the club and has made
many plans for its members.
The club became official
when Dr. Michael Wagner,
chair of the Philosophy dept.,
agreed to become the club's
advisor. All students who are
interested and have questions
regarding this new club can
contact either Dr. Wagner at
x2814 or the president, Keith
at x2303.

Resident Assiatants Needed:
Applications are available
today for '94-'94 RA positions.
Pick one up in UC139 from
12-5 p.m.. To be an RA you
need to: have a 2.5 GPA, be a
full time undergraduate/
graduate student at USD, be
willing to represent the
University and its policies in
the peer culture, have an
attitude of service and be
willing to work as a member
of a team. Interested students
are encouraged to use the
intersession break to fill out
an application. Applications
must be completed by
February 18. Call resident
Life at x4777 to set up an
interview.
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continued from page 13
In Southern France, time seems to be plen
tiful. Everyone lives life for what it is, no
facades, no material hang-ups, just taking life
as it comes. Not one minute goes by without
all the small outside cafe tables busy with
coffee, conversation and most of all grits.
Everyone smokes and everyone smells of
smoke when they're not smoking. I had
probably not smoked an entire pack in my
first 20 years but that was soon not the case.
My completion of the next 24 cancer sticks
took maybeabout two months in this Gauloiseinfested environment.
People literally sit hours on end just expe
riencing the day. The work ethic is by far the
most relaxed I have ever seen. Most people
start work at nine in the morning, have a
lunch break from 11 until one and then work
from one until five. It is not uncommon for a
construction worker to not work for weekson
end. Either the weather is too nice or the
Pastis is just too good. Pastis is a unique
liquor. It tastes like black licorice and is
served in a glass only about one-fourth of the
way filled. The reason for this is because you
are to add water to it to mellow it out. It is by
far the most potent and addicting drink you
will ever have.
Weekends in the south are mostly spent
traveling to nearby villages. An hour or so
hike from Aix-En-Provence brings you to
Mount St. Victoire,a mountain made famous
by Cezanne who lived in the near by village
and made numerous paintings of it. It is only
another hour or so until your at the top where
an old vacant chapel and a 70-foot cross await
the visitors of the day. If not on a hike, you
will probably find southerners playing a game
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Little and friends enjoy a beautiful day skiing in the Alps in Chamonix, France
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.... Several hours
later the airline
official named
Francois brought
< me my bags with a
|
wholehearted
1 "desolc," and I
« knew things were
going tobe just fine.

b r o k e n neck, b r o k e n j a w , s h a t t e r e d
nose, severed nerves, and damaged
liver. Without insurance, it would
h a v e cost m y f a m i l y t e n s of t h o u sands-of dollars."
College s t u d e n t s s h o u l d b e c o m e
knowledgeable about their insur
ance plans because having one can
m e a n t h e difference b e t w e e n life
and death.
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USD wins big in Vegas
Rob Affleck
Sports Editor
In one of the most gratifying ac
complishments of USD rugby his
tory, besides winning the southern
California champinship last year,
the Toreros took first place in the
13th annual Castlemaine Las Ve
gas Rugby Challenge this last week
end.
Coach Loc Vetter was a bit hesi
tant about travelling such a long
way, but the trip was worthwhile
after winning the tournament and
receiving the trophy.
"It is one of those trophy's that
the trophy company puts on display
apd says look what we can do."
Vetter said about the 4-foot trophy.
USD won all of its five games,
outscoring their opponents, 117-23.
The Bulls, USD's second side, also
played well, making the second
round of the consolation bracket.
USD was dominant throughout
the entire tournament not allowing
a point until the fourth game. Most
of this can becredited to the Torero's
tenacious, attacking style defense,
which incoporates the forwards
with the midfield.
All-Toumament selection at out
side center, senior Scott Lee led the
defense and the offense with three
tries and over 30 points in kicks.
Lee has been the most consisent
player for USD and will be key in

USD celebrates after winning the 13th annual Castlemaine Las Vegas Rugby Chal
lenge. This is the first tournament the Toreros have captured.
the Toreros attempt to repeat as
league champions in the spring.
"We have never won a tournamentbeforeatUSD," Lee said, "The
trophy is huge. No one has seen a
trophy that big."
USD started the tournament on
Saturday morning with a frigid game

against Montana State. TheToreros
managed to win, 10-0, despite 30
degree weather. It was not the kind
of game the Toreros had expected
when playing against the shabby
Deerslayers.
"We came out hard," Lee said,
"but we should have won by more."

Then in the second round USD
faced a feeble team from Sacra
mento State. The Toreros stung the
Hornets with ascoreof 22-0. Quick,
heads upplay bysenior flanker Mike
Murphy found USD their second
try of the game. Lee scored the rest
of the points.

"We jumped up early and just
had fun," Lee said, "Pete (Halmos)
told us all tournament just to play
relaxed and have fun." Senior
flyhaif, Pete Halmos, is the captain
of the team and runs the whole
show on the field for the Toreros.
The third game for USD was
another stomping. The Toreros
crushed Embry Riddle, 36-0. Miller,
the top try scorer for USD in the
tournament, riddled their defense
with two tries in the game.
"The llama llama was amazing in
this game," said senior fullback
Clifford Kala'imaikalani Miller.
"We passed the ball like a good
team should."
Freshman winger Lucas "zip
code" Haan had an interestinggame
but played outstanding overall. In
his first rugby experience Lucas
took a pass from Miller and ran for
the try. He made the line but then
kept running. He ran out of the try
zone onto the next field and was on
his way home to San Diego before
he looked up to see everyone star
ing at him. Lucas has been dubbed
the nickname "Zip Code."
On Sunday, the fourth game saw
USD face a huge Camp Pendelton
side. USD trounced them, 24-3.
Inside center Martin Small and
Miller scored for the Toreros. The
undersized forwards dominated in
this game with superior skill and

see RUGBY on page 17

Axsater wins in San Diego Tournament
^

Hector Roberts
Staff Writer
Fredrik Axsater has a tough time
beating theclock—mostof the time.
He has too many labs to take care of
and can only make tennis practice
once a week. But during the San
Diego All-College tournament
hosted by USD, he had no problem
beating a tough draw and teammate
Emmanuel Udozorh in the final (63), (5-7), (6-2) to win his second
San Diego All-College title.
Axsater, the 11th ranked colle
giate player in the country going in
to the fall tournament season, has
been plagued by a shoulder injury
these last two months. But the lack
of practice and match-playing have
not prevented this senior from Swe
den from playing impressive ten
nis.
In the quarterfinals Axsater faced
a challenge with upstart Kenneth
Baker, a hard-hitting baseliner from
Grossmont College. And although
Axsater was repeatedly over
whelmed by Baker's penetrating
laser shots, he managed to sustain
long rallies. Axsater's experience
became evident as Baker began to
unravel because of his inability to

finish off points and cut back on and cqnsistency.
errors. The USD senior then went
Axsater held serve for the rest of
on to win in straight sets, (6-4), (6- the set as Udozorh struggled to ig
4).
nite his usually effective serve-andAxsater's semi-final opponent volley attack. Facing Axsater's
was San Diego State's Mark serve, Udozorh had trouble hitting
Segesta, a quick player that had solid returns, which setupAxsater's
already turned away two USD play pressuring forehand to the far cor
ers: Joel Black and J.J. Shobar. ners of the court.
Axsater ultimately proved to be too
Down 5-2 in the first set, Udozorh
powerful for Segesta as he pun played well at the net, managing to
ished his smaller opponent with the please the crowd with a couple of
patented Axsater forehand in win acrobatic volley winners. At 5-3, it
ning (6-4), (6-1).
appeared Udozorh wasgaining con
The final was set up on the other fidence, but Axsater prevented this
side by Udozorh, a Davis Cup late boost to go over into the final
standout who plays for his native game as he closed out Udozorh to
Nigeria, and edged Southwestern win the first set.
College's James Conda in a
The second set proved to be a
quarterfinal match (6-4), (6-4). relief to a crowd who had come to
Udozorh's semifinal match against watch exiting tennis. But in the first
teamate Robert Pavliska resulted in stages of the set they were not re
a default forced by injury from warded. Axsater jumped out to a
quick 5-1 lead as Udozorh, a usu
Pavliska after a set.
The final, played on Friday in ally agile and creative player at the
front of a small fanfare, started with net, found himself making too many
both playerspromptly holding serve lunges at passing shots. After backin the first three games. Axsater to-back Axsater service aces in the
broke through in the fourth game as fouth game, Udozorh's quick-fad
he won four points to zero against ing matchplay pointed to a two-set
Udozorh's serve. The tempo for the affair.
rest of the first set remained from
Then the tide started to turn.
this point, as Axsater overwhelmed
Udozorh with solid base-line play see AXASTER on page 17

Fredrik Axsater edges teammate Emmanuel Udozorh
by winning the San Diego All-College Tournament.
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Women's lacrosse is a new sport
Tanya Rodrigues
Staff Writer

Four years of varsity lacrosse in high
school. Three years of summer leagues.
Played in a number of all-star games, and
statewide events.
Spells serious dedication to a sprat.
Then it's time to choose a college.
Wants to attend the University of San
Diego.
But there's no lacrosse team.
So, start one!
Such is the story of USD student Missy
Dye. Coming to San Diego from Washing
ton, D.C., the freshman brought the tradition
ally eastern sport with her when she founded
the women's lacrosse team during the past
semester.
As a result of Dye's enthusiasm and dedi
cation, USD is one of four new teams in the
Southwestern Division of the Western

|RUGBY
continued from page 16
tenacity. Tough performances by Pat Ioele
and Dave Buether helped in the win.
In the final, USD played Skyline, which is
a team of hard hitting tongans. This was the
big test of the tournament for USD and the
Toreros came through winning, 27-20.
USD was down 20-15 late in the second
half, butcame back to win with two tries. The
winning try was scored by rookie "ZipCode"
with less than five minutes remaining. The
play happend with sophomore hooker Mike
Bernards taking the pill for a run then passing
to Lee and then to "Zip Code" for the try.
"It was awesome," Lee said. "We pre
vailed and came home with the hardware."

leadingtoaparticularstyleofplay. Thereare
no boundaries.
"I wonder why it's commonly called
lacrosse," Dye said. "Basically, theonly thing
in common is the same tall"
Despite the sociable relationship, the two
teams have another reason to be united: turn
ing USD lacrosse from aclubsport to varsity.
It's definitely a goal for Dye. She says that
since women's soccer turned varsity about
two years ago, she knows that the lacrosse
teams can also do it. "I hope we can turn
varsity before I graduate," the frefchman said.
Although starting the team was certainly a
tough job, Dye feels it was definitely worth
while. "It was a different sort of opportunity,
" she said. "It's been a lot of fun."
Having been a part of numerous sport
teams, Dye describes these past few months
as a completely different perspective.
"You bring in your own ideals. It's new
for everyone, especially myself, as a player/
coach," said Dye. "We are all on common
ground."

Women's Lacrosse League. Among the
universities represented in this league are the
University of Arizona, the University of Cali
fornia at Santa Barbara, Loyola Marymount
and UCSD.
When starting the team, Dyedidn't expect
much outside support. But, to her surprise,
there were many more resources available to
her. "The fact that (California) had a lacrosse
league blew me away," Dye said. "It shows
that while lacrosse is an Eastern sport, it
doesn't have to be."
Dye completed the necessary paper work
for founding a club. In addition, she passed
out flyers; held meetings; secured a faculty
advisor; contacted the Western Women's La
crosse League; and found a coach, Michelle
Reiss, a recent graduate of UCSD.
"I'mpsyched wegother,"Dyesaid. "She's
really cool, a good player but a tough coach.
Exactly what we need for a beginning team."
Of the 25 people who showed interest
initially, about half have continued their in
volvement. Although four out of the twelve

members have played before, Dye says that
the lack of experience hasn't proven to be a
barrier.
"We taught so many people," she said.
"And they picked it upso quickly that it's not
even funny. You wouldn't know that they
haven't played before."
The guys' lacrosse team has also proven
supportive. "It's good that we can work
together because in doing so, we can make
the sport better known." Dye said. According
to Dye, the common ground between the
teams, makes it a lot more fun. Our rapport
with the guys makes it fun and relaxed.
"When you have support and you are
friends with the guys' group, rather than a
competition," said Dye. "It's neat because
they have respect for the differences in our
sports."
It is a common misconception that the
male and female versions of lacrosse are
identical. Rules for the men's game allow
hittinG and, in general, much more physical
play. In addition, the equipment is different,

"I've never felt so exhausted but at the
same time felt likeachampion" Halmos said.
"It was a killer feeling," Miller said. "Half
of me was overjoyed the other half was glad
it was over. They (Skyline) were fast and
dirty."
Coach Jimmy Parker's presence on the
sideline was an inspiration for the boys to dig
deep to find the heart to score two more times.
The Bulls did well and learned a lot. They
never quit and scored a try that earned them
a spot in the consolation bracket. Strong
performances were seen by Brad Schuler,
Mike Tanghe and Trevor Bush.
This ends the preseason for USD. The
Toreros ended with a bang hoping to carry
their momentum into the regular season and
bring home another championship to USD.

being four points away from winning the
championship. "When I get ahead I try to hit
harder, and I gotoff-rhythim" Axsater said of
Axsater, whose serving had not let him down, his play.
started facing problems. First, during his
At the start of the third set it appeared that
service toss, the ball seemed to grow wings as parity had been reached since Udozorh held
he repeatedly caught it in the air to attempt the serve in the first game quite handily. Axsater
serve again. 'That's a result of not serving still appeared to have a tenuous grip on his
the whole semester" Axsater said after the service game as the forth game started with
match, "I was also taken out of rhythim by the Udozorh leading 2-1. But he made the neces
foot-fault penalty." Theonly foot-faultof the sary shots to win the game and tied the games
contest was called against Axsater during the at two a piece.
decisive sixth game, and he lost serve for the
Then Axsater took off, winning the final
first time in the match.
four games in cruising to championship point
Udozorh then raised his game, hitting pen and a huge down-the-line forehand winner.
etrating first-volleys that set up his winning "He is very difficult to play,"Axsater said of
shots. He would win fiveof the last six games his teammate, "I expected a dogfight".
of the set in edging Axsater. "I tried toget the Axsater attributed his final surge to the return
ball in play, hitting it deep and then rallying" of hisservice game: "I lost concentration, but
Udozorh said, "I know he's steady [in his luckily I got it back."
"He played well" Udozorh said. Udozorh
ground-stroke game] so I tried to set up points
from the backcourt."
was surprised Axsater was able to retrieve the
Coach Ed Collins had a more poignant many drop-shots and slice-shots he threw at
perspective on the sudden change: "Easy him. "He was moving the ball well" Udozorh
[meaning Udozorh] started serving a lot bet said, "but I lost concentration."
ter, he started approaching a lot deeper. He
Some would rather play tennis than go to
had been approaching too short before. lab sessions. Axsater would rathergo do a lab
Fredrik stopped serving, his serve let him and then go win the city tournament. It is not
down" Collins said. Axsater later admitted as easy as it sounds... kids, don't try this at
that he had perhaps gotten over-anxious when home.

H e a u y Lord F l i c k e r
I am graduating so if anyone wants to be the sports editor come in to
the VISTA office and tell them about your sports knowlege.
Bring the Knol-write about them all

|AXASTER
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Things you may not do
when taking a standardized test.
Sweat.
Tremble.

SPRING '94 APPRENTICE TEACHER TRAINING WORKSHOP

Cry.
Palpitate.
Moan
Chew off
a perfectly good fingernail.
Dread the future.
Dread your parents.
Kiss grad school goodbye.
Envy the brainy wimp
next to you.
Spit at the proctor.
Turn to drink.
Wonder why you were ever born.
Scream.
Panic.
Develop amnesia.
Fall asleep.
Blank out.
Karate chop your chair.
Swallow your pencils;

We're strict. Strictly for you.
THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more
MCAT GMAT LSAT GRE PREPARATION COURSES
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL US AT (619) 558-0500

begins
Tuesday, January 25
Camino 101, 10:00 a.m.
Students considering employment us an
Apprentice Teacher
of
French, German, Italian, Japanese or Spanish...
•stop by Founders 134A to pick up an application
•give us your address during Intersession
•join us for the workshop
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Pizza
Hut
Athletes of the week

Results
If you would like to include
your event in this box, send typed
information to:USD VISTA; do
Sports Editor;5998Alcala Park;
San Diego, CA 92110-2492.
Please remember to include
time, date, place, purpose, the
event title and some background
of the event. All submissions are
due two weeks prior to publica
tion. The USD VISTA reserves
the right to deny servicing of
press releases.

San Diego will look to
snap a three-game losing
streak against Long Beach
State. Thus far this season
USD has dropped games to
Cal Poly Pomona, UCLA and
San Diego State. In 14
division I seasons, the
Toreros have yet to lose four
straight at the start of a
season. Last year USD lost
their first three games before
winning 9 of 11 in a prelude
to their first NCAA Tourna
ment appearance.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Laura King

Scott Lee

Laura scored a career high 15
points against SDSU. She is
averaging 9 points a game.

Scott was named to the AllTournament team in Las
Vegas. He was the only
collegiate player to make the
team.

Honorable Mention
Doug Harris (men's basketball), Amy McMahon (women's volleyball),
Cliff Miller (Rugby)

sticks (Picfe
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NYJets @ Washington
San Francisco @ Atlanta
Buffalo @ Philadelphia
Cleveland @ Houston
LARams @ New Orleans
Indianapolis @ NYGiants
Chicago @ Tampa Bay
Cincinnati @ New England
Dallas @ Minnesota
Kansas City @ Denver
Seattle @ LARaiders
Detroit @ Phoenix
Green Bay @ San Diego
Mon. Pittsburgh @ Miami

Chris
Washington
NYJets
San Francisco Atlanta
Philadelphia
Buffalo
Houston
Houston
New Orleans LARams
Indianapolis
NYGiants
Chicago
Chicago
New England Cincinnati
Minnesota
Dallas
Denver
Kansas City
LARaiders
Seattle
Phoenix
Detroit
San Diego
San Diego
Miami
Pittsburgh

HJ

8U#

current standings
69-41
64-46
Christine Naugle was 9-5 in her guest appearance last week.
Congratulations Christine!

PRESIDIO LIQUOR
5139 Linda Vista Rd.
San Diego, CA. 92110
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Lite or Regular

$5.99 per 12 pack
Limit 2 per coupon
Expires 12-23-93
^FECIAl7cbUK)N OFFER"

$9.99 JOSE CUERVO^^
750 mL bottle only ^

so proof

750 mL bottle only

$8.99 SOUTHERN COMFORT
_ JExpire^J 2^23^93 (

WOMEN'S
VOLLEYBALL
USD finishes out their 3game road swing this Wednes
day with a 7 p.m. game at Cal
State Northridge. USD will
end the week with a Saturday
home contest against Cal State
Dominguez Hills.
The Toreros hold a 13-12
advantage over the SCUN
Matadors, including a 2-1 lead
since Head Coach hank Egan
arrived for the 1984-85
season. Against CSDH, the
Toreros hold a 9-2 advantage.
Egan is in his 10th season
with the Toreros, 23rd overall
as a Division I head coach. He
is 140-116 at USD and 288301 overall. Egan earned the
WCC Coach of the Year honor
in 1986 and 1987. His 1987
squad built a 24-6 record, the
best in school history, and sent
him to the NCAA Tournament
for the first time. Egan is a
graduate of the U.S. Naval
Academy and also served as
an alternate coach for the 1984
Olympic team.
The Toreros shot just 30.4%
from the field in their 10-point
loss at Notre Dame. USD held
a 30-25 halftime lead, but
were unable to keep it in the
second half. Junior guard
Doug Harris had 15 points and
senior guard Joe Temple had
12 points.
The Toreros complete their
3-game homestand with
contests against the University
of the Pacific, Dec. 18, and the
University of Richmond, Dec.
21. Both games tip-off at 7:30
pjn. in the USD Sports
Center.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

USD will participate in the
10th Annual Fisher Implement
Classic hosted by Oregon
State Friday and Saturday at
Gill Coliseum in Corvallis,
Oregon. USD plays Long
Beach State at 6 p.m. on
Friday. San Diego will meet
either Nevada or Oregon State
in the championship or
consolation games scheduled
for Saturday.
Head Coach Kathy Marpe is
in her 14th season at USD and
is one victory shy of 250 in
her 21-year coaching career.
Her all-time record is 249-267.

The USD volleyball team
lost to 21st ranked Washing
ton State University in four
games in the first round of
the NCAA Tournament. The
Toreros played in front of
1,200 fans in Bohler Gymna
sium in Pullman, WA. The
Toreros finished 24-6 on the
year.
San Diego established
school records for victories
with 24 and winning percent
age at .800. Also, the
Toreros made its first NCAA
postseason appearance.
Overall USD either broke or
tied ten individual and team
school records.
Head Coach Sue Snyders'
first recruiting class will
leave the program having
ftel
established numerous
records. Senior middle
blocker Nikki Wallace
finishes her stint at Alcala
Park as USD's all-time leader
in kills with 1,358; attack
attempts with 3,104; solo
blocks with 212; block assists
with 445 and total blocks
with 657. Wallace also holds
six West Coast Conference
blocking records. Senior
outside hitter Torril Purvis
has found her way onto
USD's career lists as she
stands third in digs, fifth in
assists, seventh in service
aces and eighth in kills.
The 1993 Toreros com
pleted first-time season
series sweeps of San Diego
State, Pepperdine and Cal
State Northridge. San Diego
also defeated four regionally
ranked teams: UC Irvine,
Cal State Sacramento, Cal
Poly SLO and Loyola
Marymount. USD claimed
tournament titles at the San
Diego City Championship
and USD Invitational. The
Toreros were runners-up at
the Cal-Berkeley Invita
tional.
"This was a season of first
for us," Snyder said. "Obvi
ously it marked our first trip
to the NCAA Tournament
and capped a very successful
year. The players worked
hard and were rewarded for
their efforts. This is a
stepping stone for future
years."
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'Perfect" end to
soccer season
What a week in the wonderful world of
intramural men's speed soccer. Who
would've ever thought that some unranked
team would actually take it all? As has
become quite "common" the last couple of
weeks, the tables turned back and forth with
no chance of predictability.
In the semifinals, there was some order as
Ricardo Contreras' El Tri dominated James
Curtis' Untouchables 7-1. For El Tri,
Eduardo Zetina was the big scorer with a hat
trick in the first half. One of these goals came
directly from a corner kick as Zetina deci
sively finished. Captain Ricardo Contreras
had a huge one that was "carefully placed"
from beyond half! The Untouchables did
have some great shots and a number of
breakaways, but El Tri goalie, Mauricio
Esquino, did a great job only allowing one
goal from Untouchables' Brody Hoffman.
The other semifinal match-up between
Denis Monty's Perfection and Mohammad
Al-Mutair's La Mirage finally ended in a
win for Perfection of 7-6 after two periods of
overtime (as predicted by Ricardo Contreras
of the 'El Tri Machine'). La Mirage's
Misheal Usaimi had an amazing game scor
ing a total of four goals for his team with
powerful shooting (He's good!). One of his
goals consisted of several body fakes to the
left, then right, then left again before pushing
the ball by the goalie. I realize that it seems
that La Mirage was overwhelming to Per
fection, but this is not the case. Ben Miller of
Perfection scored three goals himself, and
one of the two from Dom Piazza came from
being intenton following up on thegoalie! At
the end of regulation time, the score stood at
six apiece. Going for his hat trick, Dom
Piazza, in the second period of overtime,
dribbled quickly down the left, then shot low
to the far post taking the winning goal.
The championship game between El Tri
and Perfection was full of excitement, but
was surprisingly decisive once the second
half began. Captain Contreras put El Tri on
the board just five minutes into the game
nicely heading in a ball from a long cross by
Ernesto Villanueva. Just a couple minutes
later, Perfection answered that with an easy
shot by Denis-Martin Monty with the set-up
from Ben Miller. It wasn't until the latter part
of the first half that El Tri's Dave Gibbs took
a lefty shot that went cruising through the
opposing goalie's hands. Once again, just a
couple minutes later, Jason Buseman made a
"perfect" move to help set up Dom Piazza to
dribble around the goalie for another easy one
for Perfection.
Sounds like an even game so far right?
True, but Perfection's spectacular game con
trol allowed them to put in a couple more
even with only six players! Early in the
second half, Mike Ching took a shot that hit
the crossbar, but thanks to Denis-Martin
Monty's good sense to follow up, he headed
iit n off the rebound giving them a total of
three goals. Finally, with ten minutes left in
regulation, Jason Buseman had his second
assist winning a scramble for the ball and
passing it to teammate Ben Miller in front of
the goal. This fourth goal for Perfection was
to be the last one of the game putting the
disappointed El Tri (still wearing their cus
tom-made uniforms) into serious depression.
The freshman team, Perfection may not
have had a perfect record, but the young team
sure showed us all that they're gosh dam
close to it!

N.Dakota St. Football Speed soccer
ends Buck
all-stars
Shaw's reign all-stars
A-League
Championship Sunday (Football, Softball,
1st
Team Offense
soccer and tennis)started on the football field
QB
Anthony Massa (Buck Shaw)
with the"game of the century" between Buck
!
OL
Fred
Shaw (No Ka Oi)
Shaw and North Dakota St. Having won the
OL
Buddy
Brewer (Team Figs)
championship each year they participated
RB
Mike
Moffet
(Magnificent Seven)
and not having allowed an opposition score
Brady
Clark
(Buck Shaw)
WR
all year, Buck Shaw was favored to take the
WR
Ken
Heller
(North
Dakota St.)
title. It was not to be!
WR
Mo
Chavez
(E.A.D.)
It didn't take long to realize that, at least
on this day, North Dakota St. was the better
team. Buck Shaw ran only three plays on 1st Team Defense
their first possession and each went back DL Matt Samuel (North Dakota St.)
wards. After the punt, North Dakota St. DL Eric Morten (Buck Shaw)
methodically drove down field against the DL John Silverstein (North Dakota St.)
vaunted Buck Shaw defense. The opening DB Jacques Ballard (North Dakota St.)
drive ended in a Mike Printy to Tim Earl DB Zac Fielder (Skinny Bully's)
touchdown pass. The two-point conversion DB Andy Herold (Personal Injury)
DB Dave Romero (Buck Shaw)
made the score 8-0.
Late in the half, Buck Shaw got a big
turnover when Dave Romero came up with a
2nd Team
big interception. Then on fourth and goal,
Mark Amador (Commitment to
Anthony Massa connected with Brady Clark
Drunkennes)
to cut the lead to 8-6. However, the extra
Mike Printy (North Dakota St.)
point was unsuccessful.
Any momentum Buck Shaw had going Kip Perry (Team Figs)
into half timequickly disappeared whenPrinty Mark Huarte (Rug Munchers)
Shawn McEachern (Rug Munchers)
connected with Chris Conrad on a 40-yard
Dan O'Dea (Team Figs)
completion on the first play of the second
Chris Conrad (North Dakota St.)
half. A few plays later, Printy found Ken
Heller in the end zone and it was 14-6, North
M.V.P.: Jaccques Ballard
Dakota St. John Silverstein'steam inexpli
Special Team's M.V.P.: Anthony Lindsey
cably elected to go for a two-point conver
(Buck Shaw)
sion, but they were successful, and at 16-6,
this game was all but over.
At this point, it was the defensive line that
B-League
continued their domination for North Da
Steve Watts (Pi Munchers)
kota St. Silverstein and Matt Samuel consis
Scott Pearlman (Pi Munchers)
tently made life miserable for Massa and his
Justin Fancher (Pi Munchers)
Buck Shaw teammates. Samuel would end
Mark Daquipa (Dazed and Confused)
the day with three sacks, a two-point conver
Greg Bettinelli (Dazed and Confused)
sion scored and a long gain on a modified
Kujanga Jackson (Panthers)
fumblerooski play.
Justin Zackoes (Sigma Chi)
Printy connected with Conrad for a late
insurance touchdown and North Dakota St.
M.V.P.: Steve Watts
had a successful end to a three-year quest, 22-

6.

IM Christmas list
It's that time of year again and Santa's
been very busy. He's been checking his list
(twice) to try and find that perfect gift for all
IM participants. Here's a sample of what
some of you might expect in your Christmas
stocking:
Greg Bettinelli (Student supervisor and
frequent non-champion): A championship
team. To Bettinelli's credit, he keeps to the
true IM spirit and plays for fun with his
friends rather than finding a "stacked" team
to play for.
Greg Bettinelli: More talented friends.
Vicki Brienza (Part time player and fulltime intern): A soccer league built around her
schedule.
Last Call (Floor hockey champions): An
over-30 league.
Allen McNamee and Kim Brewer (Par
ticipants in almost all sports): Extra closet
space for their champ shirts.

Jason Orlando (Long-time participant):
Just one champ shirt. Maybe he could make
a deal with McNamee or Brewer.
Rick Salazar (Captain- Candy Coated
Clowns): A non-playing coaching position.
We wouldn't wish and injury on anyone, but
the Clowns did win last Spring's champion
ship with Salazar on the disabled list. This
year with a healthy Salazar...
Buddy Brewer (Workaholic official): A
weekend in Arizona.
El Tri (speed soccer runner-up): Another
shot at "Perfection"
Molly Kuykendall and Yvette Anaya
(Participants in all I.M. sports): More female
players to compete against.
Will Polimadei (Softball player): A right
field fence 220 feet from home plate. 230 is
just a little too far these days.
All those teams who spent more time
officiating than playing: A little cheese
with your "whine."
U.S.D. Community: A safe and happy
holiday season.

Men's League
1st Team
Andrew Kummer (Deez Nuts)
Cameron Peach (Deez Nuts)
Eduardo Zetina (El Tri)
Todd Schoonderwoerd (Phi Kapps)
Dominic Piazza (Perfection)
Harenda Goonetilleke (Lex Talonis)
Misheal Al-Usaimi (La Mirage)

2nd Team
Mauricio Esquino (El Tri)
Brendan Griffin (Summary Judgment)
Joe Brosnan (Bros' Boys)
Brian Springer (Untouchables)
Ricardo Contreras (El Tri)
Brody Hoffman (Untouchables)
Ben Miller (Perfection)
M.V.P.: Eduardo Zetina
Women's League
Veronica Connolly (Kooks)
Heidi Boike (Kooks)
Elaine Milligan (Hard and Fast)
Shawna Terry (Hard and Fast)
Molly Kuykendall (Kich and Twisted)
Fiona Chaney (Hard and Fast)
Katrina Koss (Hard and Fast)

M.V.P.: Elaine Milligan

Subway IM
game of the
week
The I.M. department again gives special
thanks to the Subway Development Co. and
the Subway on Morena Blvd. for their sponsorshipof intramural sports thissemster. Each
week, one game was chosen as the Subway
I.M. Game of the Week. The winner received
a three-foot party sandwich from the Subway
on Morena Blvd.
The last two winners in the Fall were the
Nguyners whoadvanced to theco-rec soccer
finals with a 5-3 win over Miller and North
Dakota St., flag football champions courtesy
of a 22-6 victory over Buck Shaw.

Thank
you for
playing
IM sports

IM distinctions:
best of Nov. 29 - Dec. 5
MEN'S (A) FOOTBALL
Game: Buck Shaw vs. North Dakota St.
Team:
North Dakota St.
Player: Matt Samuel

MEN'S SPEED SOCCER
Game: Perfection vs. La Mirage
Team: Perfection
Player: Ben Miller
CO-REC SPEED SOCCER
Game: Tri Nutz vs. Nguyeners
Team: Tri Nutz
Male Player:
Emie Delfino
Female Player: Carrie Ducharme

MEN'S DOUBLES TENNIS
Match: Calecia Vice vs. Steroid
Team: Steroid
Player: Rommy Los
WOMEN"S DOUBLES TENNIS
Match: Smashing Duo vs. Shaggy's Fan
Club
Team: Smashin Duo
Player: Krista Mathewson

CO-REC SOFTBALL
Game: Doggie Style vs. Bats N Balls
Team: Doggie Style
Male Player: Sean Nugent
Female Player: Maria Cilmi

.siuH.nT
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Tennis finals a
"Smashing"
success
Last Sunday, the intramural tennis semifi
nals and finals were held at the East Courts.
In the women's league, an awesome match
was played between Shaggy's Fan Club's
MindenTeneyck and Emily Fouseand Smash
ing Duo's Krista Matthewson and Jasmine
Jorque. Teneyck and Fouse played an intense
march right down to the last game, but it just
wasn't enough. They lost to Smashing Duo by
one game, 15-14, resulting in a championship
win for Smashing Duo.
In the men's league, Dwayne Sucks lost big
to Steroid in the semifinals by an unbelievable
score of 18-1. Harish Paraba and Chris Skibba
havenorighttosay thatDwaynesucks! I mean,
18-1 is not exactly a score to be proud of.
Steroid's Stefan Vandersteen and Rommy Los
didn't mind such an easy victory though, be
cause it advanced them to the finals with plenty
of energy left to play Calecia Vice.
Calecia Vice's Bryan Davis and Gilberto
Rosas defeated Nasty's Norman Choi and Jeff
Stein after a tough battle to advance to the
finals. Choi and Stein lost 17-12, making them
a little nasty themselves after the match.
In the men's finals, Calecia Vice and Ste
roid battled it out until Los and Vandersteen
emerged as champions, defeating Rosas and
Davis 18-12. Both teams played a great match,
but Steroid proved to be the best. Both of these
teams played a greatseason and worked hard to
get to the finals.
Congratulations to Smashing Duo's Kristen
Matthewson and Jasmine Jorque, Steroid's
Stefan Vanderstein and Rommy Los,as well as
the mixed double's champions, J and J, Jeff
Stein and Julie Watters.
We look forward to seeing all of these
players again in the Spring.

w>

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - LA JOLLA, CA
Gain valuable experience working with academic scientists and other office
staff at the La Jolla, CA field site of The MITRE Corporation, a not-for-profit
systems engineering organization. These positions will be available during the
summer of 1994.

RECEPTIONIST

Take responsibility for answering and screening phone calls, taking messages,
and assisting in controlling building access by checking identification and escorting
requirements. Specific tasks include: coordinating pick-ups and deliveries of pack
ages, maintaining a visitor log, temporary badge and out-of-hours logs, plus daily
accountability of visitor badges. To qualify, you must have a high school diploma or
equivalent, a typing proficiency certificate (35 wpm), and possess tact and good
judgement. Experience as a receptionist is desirable.

FACILITY HELPER
Perform a variety of duties: setting up and maintaining conference rooms; mov
ing furniture and equipment; ordering, picking up supplies and maintaining an
inventory of supplies; reproducing large quantities of documents; driving, loading
and unloading trucks; assisting with mass mailings; handling express mail needs.
You must have a high school diploma or equivalent. A valid driver's license is re
quired.

SR. WORD PROCESSING OPERATOR
Process draft reports and correspondence produced by academic scientists and
staff. Responsibilities include performing initial keying of handwritten draft materi
al of a highly technical nature, proofing drafts and maintaining logs. You will also
file and photocopy materials. To quality, you must have a high school diploma or
equivalent, 2-3 years' word processing experience, and a typing proficiency certifi
cate (55 wpm).
CALL US TO ARRANGE AN INTERVIEW.
FOR A PERSONAL APPOINTMENT, PLEASE CONTACT MS. CHARLENE BENNETT AT
(619) 459-9701, BETWEEN JANUARY 10 AND JANUARY 20, 1994.
MITRE IS PROUD TO BEAN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER
AND IS COMMITTED TO DIVERSITY IN OUR WORK FORCE. U.S. CITIZENSHIP IS
REQUIRED.

: Fall, 1993
CO-REC (A) VOLLEYBALL
L Set to Kill
2. Hops
3. Team Braincell
4. Super Sets
5. Great Foursomes

WATER POLO
1. Sea Pups
2. Free Agents
3. Phi KappaTheta
MEN'S FLOOR HOCKEY
1. Last Call
2. Hansen's
3. Real Vikings
4. Little Men/Big Sticks
5. Free Agents

CO-REC (B) VOLLEYBALL
L Boo Bombers
2. Red Cards
3. Cracks
4. Roches
5. Just Foolin' Around

MEN'S SPEED SOCCER
1. Perfection
2. El Trt
3. Untouchables
4. La Mirage
5.DeezNuts

MEN'S (A) SOFTBALL
1. Sigma Pi

2. Greg Swallows
3. Candy Coated Clowns
4. Going to the Show
5.1 Hate Zingg

WOMEN'S SPEED SOCCER
1. Hard and Fast
2. Kooks
3. Kick and Twisted

MEN'S (B) SOFTBALL
1. Scone Wackers
2. Poke Daddy's II
3. Phi Kappa Theta
4. Mr, Roper's Rangers
5. Delts

CO-REC BASKETBALL
L Shirts or Bust
2. Dirty Delts
3. Guns and Roses
4. Candy Coated Clowns
5. Raging Bowls

MEN'S (A) FOOTBALL
1. North Dakota State
2. Buck Shaw
3. Rug Munchers
4. Magnificent Seven
5. No Ka Oi

CO-REC SOFTBALL
1. Doggie Style
2. Bats N Balls
3. Skinny Dippers
4. Go Deep
5. No Sobriety

MEN'S (B> FOOTBALL
1. Pi Munchers
2. Dazed and Confused
3. Panthers
4. Sigma Chi
5. Da Tribe

MEN'S TENNIS
1. Steroid
2. Calecia Vice
3. Dwayne Sucks
4. Nasty
5. Lobsters

MEN'S 3x3 (A) BASKETBALL
1. Nice Huh?
2. Flight School
3. B.T.N.
4. Assaf Pie and a Brew
5. Fill the Hole

MIXED TENNIS
1. J and J
2. M and M
3. Ace
4. Vikings

MEN'S 3x3 <B) BASKETBALL
1. Get it Up/Put it In
2. Guns and Rose
3. Sigma Chi
4. Candy Coated Clowns
5. Not A Prayer

WOMEN'S TENNIS
1. Smashing Duo
2. Shaggy's Fan Club
3. Michelle and Jamallc
4. Just Twisted
5. Kara's Team

WOMEN'S 3x3 BASKETBALL
1. Taps
2. Hoopsters
3. In Yo"Face
4. Warriors
5. Superfly

CO-REC SPEED SOCCER
1. Tri Nutz
2. Nguyeners
3. Miller Lite
4. Iuterzone Inc.
5. Delts

AS Film Forum
PRESENTS:
R O B I N

W I L L I A M S

He was their inspiration. He made their lives extraordinary.

DEAD

POETS

SOCIETY

MITRE
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 12
8:30 PM
UC Forum AB
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Spring IM schedule
ACTIVITY

ENTRIES
CLOSE HUff

PLAY DAYS

TIME

Co-Rec Soccer
Women's 3x3 Basketball

Ffeb. 3,6 p.m.
Feb. 3,6 p.m.
Feb. 3,6 p.m.
Feh. I0,6pjm.
Feb. 10.6 p.m.
Feb. 17,6 p.m.
Feb. 17,Span.
Feb. 24,6 pan.
Ffeb. 24*6|Ma. Z'
Feb-24,6 p.m.
Mar. 3,6 p.«.
Mar. 3,6 p.m.
Mac. 17,6p.ro.
April 7,6 p.m.
April 14,6 pan.
April 21,6 p.m.
April 28,6 p.m.

Saturdays
Hie., Wed.
Moo., Tue,
Sundays
Wed., Thurs.
Sundays
Mon.-Wed.
TBA by players
TBA by players
TBA by players
Mon.-Wed.
Saturdays
Wed., Thurs.
Saturdays
Saturday
Saturday
Friday

10-5 pan.
7-10 p.m.
6:30-10 pan.
All Day
5-10 pan.
10-5 pan.
6-10 p.m.
TBA
TBA
TBA
6-10 p.m.
10-5 p.m.
6-10 p.m.
10-5 p.m.
10-5 p.m.
All Day
1:30-5:30

Co-Rec Four Pitch Softball

Men/CR 2x2 Table Tennis
Men/CR Doubles Horseshoes
Men's 5x5 Basketball
Cp-Rec.Flag Football
Men/Women Indoor Soccer
Co-Rec.Inoertube Water Polo
.. x2 Scramble Golf

Co-rec softball all-stars
Men
Rob Dean
Mark Daquipa
Rick Salazar
Joe Comins
Dave Cho
Jason Buseman
Brad McMahon
Chad Czemick
Jason Tarlov
Matt Zoeller

Women
Kim Brewer
Maria Cilmi
Lisa Maresso
Steffanie Ries
Mindy Campbell
Jenny Martin
Tracey Vandeweghe
Kerry Carrothcrs
Laura King
Jen Larson (NOT!)

M.V.P.'s: Sean Nugent, Dave Engel

M.V.P.: Alison Worden

A-U-D-I-T-I*
DANCERS • MUSICAL THEATRE PERFORMERS*
SINGERS WHO DANCE • SINGERS WHO MOVE WELL
DANCERS WHO SING WELL FOR SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAMf
At Walt Disney WorU Co, we produce eight spectacular shows for performers with
expertise in the talent categories above. Add 10 elaborate convention shows created for our
many resort hotels, phis special events, and you can see there's a lot happening at our world!
There are 130 opportunities for you to become a cast member. Performance styles
include a hip-hop dance troupe, musical theatre format, western-style vaudeville dinner
show, and everything in between. Contracts begin May to August 1994. Full-time performers
receive an annual contract, relocation and benefit package, and a weekly salary ranging
between $364 and $508—.
Our talent search doesn't end there. Summer roles are available May 29 to August 27,
1994. Twelve aspiring dancers who sing weltto cast in the Disney Entertainment Work
Experience Programf. This program is designed to cultivate professional skills through
daily performances, dance classes, and workshops led by Disney staff and guest artists.
Participants receive a weekly stipend of $300, and share furnished apartments provided by
the company. College credit is possible, however, college student status is not required.
You must be at least age 18 by May 1,1994 to audition. You will need a non-returnable
resume and headshot for registration at the audition site. No appointment is necessary.
Singers who move well, singers who dance, dancers who sing well, and musical theatre
performers* are to prepare 16 bars of two songs (up-tempo & ballad), and bring s heet music
in proper key. Accompanist is provided (no tapes). Dancers are to be strong in jazz, ballet,
and tap; have dance attire and shoes (character heels are suggested for women), and be
prepared to learn our dance combinations.

San Diego, California
Stage 7
1041 7th Avenue
Tuesday, January 11 — Women
10am Eligible & Open Call FEMALE Musical Theatre Performers &
FEMALE Singers Who Dance/Move Well
12pm Eligible & Open Call FEMALE Dancers (Eligible performers will be seen first)
Wednesday, January 12 — Men
10am Eligible & Open Call MALE Musical Theatre Performers &
MALE Singers Who Dance/Move Well
12pm Eligible & Open Call MALE Dancers (Eligible performers will be seen first)
If you have a question, call 407/345-5701. Our WALT DISNEY WORLD®
Resort audition information hotline is staffed Monday through Friday,
10am—lpm and 2pm—5pm eastern time, except on holidays. Call for
recorded message anytime. DO NO! CALL AUDITION SITE!
'Musical theatre perfoemers flit rote, to "The Hoop Dot Doo Berne,' « western style vaudeville dinner
show. Character breakdown for Ibis sboui:Jlm -barton, leading man type; Flora - soprano, leading lady,
vocal soloist Johnny — barUome, song and dance man; Clair — character singer, adorable, has outrageous
giggle; Six Kits - character singer, comic relief naive Jarmbay; Doty — oka,'Annie Oakley type.

© The Walt Disney Company

.«>

World

Ail Equal Opportunity Employer

PLAY
STARTS

Tri-Nutz
too much

Co-rec soccer playoffs started with a for
feit that put Interzone Inc. into the semifi
nals against Tri-Nutz. Interzone Inc. put up
a fight for a while until Tri-Nutz settled
down with their passing. Interzone Inc. got
three points on goals by Ed Kotnik and Jeanne
Fannone, but this was far from enough. TriN utz was led in scoring by Karin Masek with
two goals for four points. Tri-Nutz ad
vanced to the finals with a 12-3 victory.
The other bracket started with Miller Lite
against The Bullets. The Bullets played
hard all game while being a man down. Miller
Lite ,on the other hand, were their usual
lackadaisical selves. Neither team could get
any real offense generated in the first half
except for Dom Piazza's lone goal for Miller
Lite. In the second half, both teams gener
ated some offense and Miller Lite was able to
get their act together. Miller Lite advanced
to the semi's with a 7-3 victory.
The other quarterfinal match was between
The Delts and Nguyners. The Delts have
had problems generating offense all year and
It was the longest day in co-rec softball this game was no different. The Delts could
history. All in all, eight games were played, only get one goal by Rob Warne. Nguyners
and when it was over, there was only one were able to get their offense motivated.
team left standing: Kim Brewer's Doggie Nguyners advanced to the semis to meet
Style.
Miller Lite with a 5-1 victory.
The Doggie's escape a near loss in the
The semifinal game between Miller Lite
quarterfinals before regaining their powerful and Nguyners was for the consolation prize
form and capturing their first ever co-rec of a Subway sandwich. Miller Lite started
softball championship, 16-7 over a surprising off playingone man down. Miler Lite put the
and determined Bats N Balls.
first goal inand had a lead for most of the first
The Doggie's, the No.1 seeded team in the half. At the end of the half, Nguyners put in
all-day tournamentgot a key grand slam from two goals to take the lead. Miller Lite put
Sean Nugent in the bottom of the third to take two more goals in the second half but it was
the wind out of the Bats N Balls sails^ Along not enough. They could notraise their play to
with N|ugent, Geoff Schmitz hit a three-run match the opponents. Ernie Delfino put in a
home 4in when the game was all but over. hat trick in the second half to give him four
The key to the game for the Doggies was the goals for the Nguyners. Delfino's goals also
performances of Maria Cilmi and Debbie gave Nguyners the 5-3 victory to meet TriPresson who were combined 8 for 9 and Nutz in the sinals.
scored six runs.
The finals were the predicted meeting
Bats N Balls, the No.6 seed in the tourna between The Nguyners and Tri-Nutz.
ment, could not take the change of the fields Nguyners started out with an advantage be
along with the Doggie's powerful hitting. causeTri-Nutz were one woman down. This
Derrick Morse was the lone star for the Bats did not bother Tri Nutz who got a hat trick
N Balls as he blasted a home run of his own. from Cameron Peach and another goal from
In getting to the championship game, the Seth Thompson to lead 4-0 at the end of the
undefeated Doggie's slipped past a surpris first half. It looked like Tri-Nutz were on
ing Spitting Richards 6-5, scoring two runs their way to another romping of an over
in the bottom of the seventh to advance.
matched opponent. In the second half,
The Richards almost avenged a 14-2 loss Nguyners had other plans. Nguyners were
hat the Doggies gave them the week before. able to shut out Tri -Nutz in the second half.
Anthony Lin^sey actually grita couple of hits ! They were the first team to shut out Tri Nutz
for his squad.
and moreimportantly, keep them out of double
The Doggies then battled with and de digits. Nguyners were also able to come
feated the disappointing Go Deep, 8-3. Go back and put in two goals, but that was not
Deep just did not have the talent to match the enough. Tri Nutz got the shirts with a 4-2
eventual champions. The lone bright spot victory.
was the performance of Allison "I owe a
yard" Warden who got a couple of hits for the
Deep Ones. For those of you keeping score j
at home, Jen "Ms. Out" Larson has still yet to
gel a hit in her four-year intramural career.
Through this past Saturday Vgame she is 0
for 33.
Go Deep did get a win earlier in the day
but it was by forfeit.
1st Team
Bats N Balls, who performed horribly Cameron Peach (Tri-Nutz)
through the regular season, finally put it Louis Doffo (Tri-Nutz)
together,before coming up a bit short. Bats N Ernie Delfino (Nguyners)
Balls first-round game was a win against the Karen Masek (Tri-Nutz)
undefeated and untested No Sobriety, 9-2. Yvette Anaya (Nguyners)
Dave "Mr. Home run" Engel had two more Heidi Boike (Miller Lite)
bombs and Tracey Vandeweghe contributed Ed Kotnik (Interzone Inc.)
a couple of hits.
For No Sobriety, Laura "Not Afraid To 2nd Team
Shoot" King had two hits and played a great Ben Miller (Miller Lite)
third base. With a little game experience, No Seth Thompson (Tri-Nutz)
Sobriety could be a team to reckon with in Jason Orlando (Nguyners)
Jeanne Fanonne (Interzone Inc.)
the future.
Bats N Balls showed they were the best Bonnie Dorman (Tri-Nutz)
team in their bracket with a 10-1 win in the Katrina Ross (Tri-Nutz)
semifinals over the Sunny Dippers. Dave Joe Khouri (Nguyners)
Engel, Greg Bettinelli, Darrick Morse, Fuzzy
Zoeller, and Dan "My Ankle" O'Dea all had M.V.P.'s: Cameron Peach
Karen Masek
home runs.
Feb. 5
Feb. 8
Feb. 7
Feb. 13
Feb. 16
Feb. 20
Feb. 21
Mar. 1
Mar. 1
Mar. 1
Mar. 14
Mar. 19
Mar. 23
April 9
April 16
April 23
April 29

Doggies do
it with style

Co-rec soccer
all-stars
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Don't waste your time with flyers - Use the
YOSTA classifieds. We guarantee your sale
or you get two weeks... JREE!

$ HOLIDAY MONEY $ Christmas is
coming! Need extra $$$? Growing envi
ronmental co. has FT/PT positions gen
erating $500-$3000 mo. Start now call for
appt. 450-1375.

Types of Classifieds:
personals
for Sate
Rentals/Roommates
Employment
Wanted
Services
Announcements
Qreeks

....

Costs: (USD Students, subtract 50%!)
125 characters. 1 week -57
125 characters. 2 weeks — $10
each additional 20 characters - 52
25% off all orders of 6 weeks or longer
* all classifieds due by 5 p.m., )riday prior to print
*purchase at L4C ticket window or call260-4714
9

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT fisheries. Many earn $2,000+/mo. in can
neries or $3,000-$6,000+/mo. on fishing
vessels. Many employers provide room
& board and transportation. Over 8,000
openings. No experience necessary!
Male of Female. Gerthe necessary head
start on next summer. For more informa
tion call: 1-206-545-4155 ext. A5979
CRUISE SHIP JOBS NOW HIRING Earn
up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Carribean,
etc.). Summer and Full-Time employ
ment available. No experience neces
sary For more information call 1-206634-0468 ext. C5747

ATTENTION
ENTREPENUERS!
STRAIGHT "A" PAINTERS is now ac
cepting applications for branch manager
positions. Responsiblities include hiring
10-15 employees, marketing, sales, pro
duction and customer satisfaction. Must
be honest, hard-working and have a great
attitude. Average earnings $12,000 and CRUISE SHIP JOBS Students needed!
top 10 $28,000. Part time during school, Earn $2000+ monthly. Summer/holidays/
full time in summer. Paid professional fulltime. Caribbean, Hawaii, Europe,
training starts January 15th. Hiring com Mexico. Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales,
pleted before Christmas break. CALL Deck Hands, Casino Workers, etc. No
NOW 1 800 400 9332. JOIN OUR TEAM experience necessary. CALL 602-6804647, Ext. C147.
SPRING BREAK '94 - Lake Havasu, AZ,
America's Newest Hot Spot, is actively VISTA is hiring. Applications for all posi
seeking responsible, energetic, ampus tions are being accepted. Stop by the
reps. Earn $$$ + Free trips! Call Bill (619) VISTA office for more information or call
435-TRIP or (800) 4HAVASU
x4584.

COMPUTER-RELATED SERVICES
Wordprocessing, Resumes Flyers, etc.
Call for Rates 459-5909

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS Immi
gration: DV-1 Greencard (GC). Lottery:
$39 to take part. Natives of almost all
countries are allowed to take part. Also,
students, tourists, illegals, etc. For info &
forms: New Era Legal Services 20231
Stagg St. Canoga Park, CA 91306. Tel:
(818) 882-9681; (818) 998-4425. Mon
day-Sunday 8 a.m. -11 p.m.
WICCA WITCHCRAFT, The Art of
Candleburning Courses. Leam the an
cient craft from a Genuine Wijch. Small
classes. One on one instructfbn. Inter
view. $8 per class. Call Jo 585-0907.
PROFESSIONAL EDITING/REWRIT
ING of papers, theses, dissertations,
monographs. George Tibbon, 299-2420.
TYPING SERVICES Who has the time to
type a paper? We do! Term papers,
resumes, anything you need. Free pick
up and delivery. Same day service avail
able. BRILL ASSOCIATES 275-1727.

EUROPEAN MAN, athletic, outgoing,
seeks conservative, athletic female for
dating. 535-0464.
TO THE 2 other members of the HYLAS
Gang: Thanx for the good times, great
laughs and TERRIBLE jokes! U guys are
the BEST! Luv Ya!
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The
Apple
Computer
Loan
•

The VISTA is now hiring for
Classified manager.

Introducing The Great Apple Campus
Deal. Right now, buy any select Macintosh"
or PowerBook" computer, and you'll also
get seven useful software programs. It's all
included in one low price. (The software
alone has a combined SRP of $596.*) And,
the new Apple Computer Loan offers low
monthly payments that make the deal

Macintosh LC 475 4180, Apple Color Plus

even better. Apply by January 28,1994, and

14" Display, Apple Keyboard II and mouse.

your first payment is deferred for 90 days.
All you have to do is qualify. So, what
are you waiting for? An Apple" computer.
It does more. It costs less. It's that simple.
An easy application process. And you could qualify for
low monthly payments on a Macintosh or PowerBook.

Apple PowerBook I45B 4/80.

It does more.

It costs less.

1

ROOM FOR RENT Non-smoking male
or female. $350 a month. $100 deposit.
Call 273-8081 for more information.

Introducing The Great Apple Campus Deal

Macintosh Quadra® 660av 8!230, with internal
AppleCD™ 300i CD-ROM drive, Apple AudioVisionn 14"
Display, Apple Extended Keyboard II and mouse:

m.

It's that simple

Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information.

Visit the USD Bookstore or call 260-4552
Hours: Monday-Thursday, 9am-6pm; Friday, 9am-4pm; Saturday, 9am-4pm
©1993 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh, Macintosh Quadra and PowerBook are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. AppleCD and AudioVision are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
'Based on the combined Suggested Retail Prices (SRP) of the products in The Campus Software Set for Macintosh as of October 1,1993 Software is not included in the original product packaging as shown in this ad. But you will receive these same software programs in an integrated package from Apple.
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Hardin's
"Heavenly
Sense

•••(•.•

Help! Hardin,
It's Christmas time again, and I
don't know what to buy my family
and my girlfriend. I have looked
everywhere from watching QVC
to reading the holiday catalog of
Adam's and Eve.
I think my dad wants a new belt
buckle that has the Ford Motor
symbol on it since he's in love with
his Festiva. I got my mom a pairof
socks that play"Jingle-Bells"when
you walk.
Here's the problem. I don't know
what to get my brother or girl
friend. My brother is into
dominatrix. I don't condone his
eccentric hobby so I'm at a loss as
to what to get him.
My girlfriend is very picky when
it comes to what she wants. She
suggested a pair earrings, but
those are too spendy. I wanted to
get her something really special,
so I got her a gift certificate to the
Dolphin Adult Motelfortwo nights.
This is her favorite place to be
with me.
Can you suggest something
that is in style to give my brother
as well as a present to compli
ment my girlfriend's special night.

7) Receeding hairlines
6) It makes ears look smaller
5) Keeps brain intact
4) It's a Sigma Pi thing
3) Girlfriend stole his mousse
2) Bad haircuts
1) Wake up late
Why USD Gals Wear Bras
7) Goes with the outfit
6) Mama told them to
5) Keeps brains intact
4) Helps give cleavage
3) Place to store the kleenex
2) Give guys a chal
lenge
1) To contest the braJess hippies at Berkeley

USB4AefT0S

Signed,
Frustrated Santa
Dearest Frustrated Santa,
May I suggest that you give
yourself andyour brother an openended reservation to the closest
funny farm. In regards to your
brother's hobby, this Saturday and
Sunday marks a ski mask bluelight special in the bookstore.
Check out the selection of hot
clearance items. You may even
want to purchase a pairof railroad
train pajamas with the buttonflapped butt, if your brother is also
into challenges.
If your girlfriend is really picky,
I think she was picking her nose
when she chose you as her man.
Has it ever occurred to you that
you may not be the only one that
she takes to the Dolphin? Per
haps give her a whoopee cushion
to pad her bum. This will protect -]
her fat rump from when you give
her the boot by kicking her out on
her ass.
Ne'er did you mention your New
Year's Resolution, but I hope it
includes changing your name af
ter your visit to the farm. I'm sure
all the kids will be very disap
pointed in you, Santa!!
Happy Holidays and Good Luck
on Finals!!
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Why USD Guys
Wear Hats
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leasons Sidetack is
not funnv
/7)\Writero suck

%

6)You suck
5) Hostile Man is on sabbatical
4) Penis Envy
3) Censorship

7)Any school designed with 11
parking spaces has to be good

2) 9ection Editor's a DORK

6)USD- educational superiority
kand chicks left and right

1/ Kegs not allowed in VISTA
office

5)USD- the best gardeners
ynoney can buy
4) USD- where quality
is job "7"
3)USD- we give new
meaning to the term
"higher minds"
' 2)Judge not on the content of
our character, but on the size
of our hooters
'1)USD- if it's good enough for Barry
Williams to speak at, it's good
enough for your stupid kid!

WT WHAT'S
THAT

lap

J £

Diane NOTION
Early Christmas morn, I love to dump
all my little sister's and brother's toys
out of their stockings and fill them up
with coal and rotten apples. Their
facial expressions and tears are the
True payment to a prank well done.
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USD students! Earn up to four units at

SDSU Wintersession

January 3 - 21, 1994

Call 594-5152 for a free schedule.
Choose from 190 short, intensive courses
from 34 departments!

Best of all...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

admission to SDSU is not required
most courses $104 per unit
most courses transferable (contact your USD advisor for applicability)
short, intensive courses
uncrowded campus
no parking congestion
MasterCard, Visa, cash, check or money order accepted

To register...
Register in person or by mail. In-person registration begins Monday, December 6.
The Registration Office is open 8:30 am-4:30 pm, Monday-Friday. The office will be closed
from 12 noon Dec. 17 through Dec. 26; Dec. 31; and Jan. 17.

How to get there...
Take I-8 to College ave. (South). Turn right on Montezuma, right at 55th St. and right into parking lot "K." Walk east to the
College of Extended Studies Registration Office, #6 West Plaza Mall (across from the SDSU Stadium - see map in schedule)

Call 594-5152 to have a free schedule mailed to you.
SDSU College of Extended Studies, 5630 Hardy Ave., San Diego, CA 92182

R E S I D E N T A S S I S T A N T ' 9 4 i ' Q5j
Applications Available Today
Pick up In UC139,12:00pm to 5:00pm

Tn be an

RA

vou need to:

have a 2.5 (or graduate equivalent) GPA
be a full time undergraduate/graduate student af USD
culture
be willing to represent the University and its policies in the peer cult
have an attitude of service
be willing to work as a member of a team

*Ifyou
study
will
abroad in Spring '94 do your
RA interview BEFORE you leave.
Call Residence Life *4777 to set up an interview.

USE THE

INTERSESSIONBREAK
TO FILL OUT
YOUR APPLICATION!
APPLICATIONS MUST BE TURNED
IN BY FEBRUARY 18th, 1994

OUTLOOK
JOSH AND S.A.M.

• "Mystery Science Theater 3000"
• "SeaQuest DSV" reinvents sci-fi
• Inch— the band, the interview

USD's Weekly Guide to Entertainment
Volume III • Issue XIII
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Cheesy movies and sharp remarks
Matt Morgan
Outlook Co-Editor

What's going on here? The archer on the
screen strains to pull back the bowstring; an
inch, now another foot. Then, just as the
string is pulled as far as it will go, voices ring
out from the audience in unison: "Poser! Just
shoot the arrow!" Strangely, nobody urges
the vocal few to be quiet; the film continues,
accompanied by more jeers and sharp-tongued
comments throughout.
Ordinarily, such behavior is viewed as
inconsiderate to the other members of the
audience, and such comments might be
greeted by hostility by others trying to watch
the film, assuming that it is reasonably en
gaging. But what happens when the film is
terrible? That's just the question that Com
edy Central's cult hit, "Mystery Science The
ater 3000," (MST3K for short) attempts to
answer.
industry and doesn't apologize for doing so.
If you have cable, you have probably run The series itself is low budget, but it doesn't
across MST3K while channel-surfing. It's matter— the show's Midwestern homespun
easy to spot. Three heads and a row of cinema wit and creations are part of its charm. It is
chairs are silhouetted at the bottom of your good to see that money isn' t a requirement for
TV screen; the feature film occupies the rest. innovative entertainment.
The heads are those of host Mike Nelson and
The show, now in its fifth season, operates
his twoRubbermaid robot counterparts, Tom on the premise that everyone has a latent
Servo and Crow T. Robot Nelson inherited tendency to rip on cheesy movies. How many
the theater chair this season from Joel times have you sat in your living room and
Hodgson, who created the series and was its yelled at the TV? at a movie? The mere fact
principal star for its first four years. The show that certain films exist at all is cause enough
is successful because it makes fun of the film for ridicule. The show is used as a forum toair

the worst movies ever made, accompanied by
the aforementioned jeers and mockery. As
comedian Jeff Cesario told 7V Guide this
summer, "People catcall their TVs all the
time... [MST3K] was interactive TV before
the phrase became popular" (TV Guide, Jul.
24-30). Each movie shown contains around
700 jeers of one variety or another. But the
movie is only part of the show. For the first
four seasons, the rest of the show centered
around Joel Robinson (portrayed by Joel
Hodgson), a janitor at Gizmonic Institute, a
mysterious government agency whose pur

Finally, new sci-fi worth watching

pose is unknown. Robinson's employers, Dr.
Clayton Forrester (Trace Beaulieu) and his
diminuitive assistant 'TVs Frank," (Frank
Conniff) decided to get rid of him and launched
him into space.
Stranded on the "Satellite of Love,"
Robinson was forced to watch the worst films
ever made. He created the robots (the
Rubbermaid puppets are surprisingly articu
late), which also sit in the theater and make
fun of the movies. Just for the record, Tom
Servo is the red robot with the gumballmachine head, Crow is the gold one with the
bowling pin mouth, and Gypsy (whose role
on the show is questonable) is the big one
with a lantern on its head.Such creations may
seem juvenile, but they add a certain flair to
the show with their different "personalities."
The movies, although really cheesy, are
hysterical. Most of these are science fiction
pieces dating from the 1950s thru early 1980s,
although tastelessness knows no temporal
bounds. Many include well-known actors in
roles they probably regret. Titles include "Her
cules" (Steve Reeves, 1953), "Mitchell" (Joe
Don Baker, 1975) and "Rocket Attack USA"
(Gene Hackman,1970).The show sometimes
includes short 20-minute features that pre
cede the movies and are subject to the same
ridicule. These might include military propa
ganda films, pieces on good hygeine or man
ners or episodes of soap operas from the '50s.
According to its parent company, Minneapo
lis-based Best Brains Studios, MST3K has
see MST on page D

' signs with small label, makes
music that defies convention

Matt Morgan
Outlook Co-Editor

Joey Santos
Staff Writer
As a rule, televised science fic
tion has not fared well. With the
exception of "Star Trek," most scifi in television history has been illconceived, poorly written and as a
result, short-lived. Reruns of such
series as "Space:1999," "Lost In
Space," "Buck Rogers" et cetera
prove just how dismal televised scifi has been over the years. It doesn't
help that many people equate this
genre almost exclusively with "Star
Trek." Granted, given that show's
long run and successful spin-off
series, such an attitude is under
standable. However, it is time to
realize that somesci-fi fans out there
don't care a whit for "Star Trek."
What many people fail to realize is
that there is plenty of room in the
cosmos for other sci-fi programs!
Unfortunately, with the exception
of new "Trekkie fodder" every few
years, nothing has been done to
change this situation.
Until now, that is. The debut of
"SeaQuest DSV" in September gave
a much needed second wind to the
televised science-fiction genre.
Curiously, critics began placing bets
on how fast the show would be
"scuttled" as no more than a foot
note in a largely uninspiring genre.
The series is produced by Steven
Spielberg, who makes a seamless
transition from the big screen to the
small one. At a pice of $1.5 million-per-episode, "SeaQuest" has
the honor of being the most expen
sive series in television history.
Big budgets are nothing new in

Hollywood, most of the money go
ing toward the stars' salaries. But
while some people may balk at the
price tag of "SeaQuest DSV," for
once the money is well invested.
The show's mix of eye-popping
special effects, big names and solid
direction and screenwriting make
the show a consistently engaging
and entertaining production. By
contrast, a single episode of
"Roseanne" costs in the neighbor
hood of $900,000, has no special
effects and it's only a half-hour
long!
Consider the synopsis. The year
is 2018. Due to population explo
sions, people have begun to colo
nize the seafloors of the world's
oceans. World peace is maintained
by the United Earth/Oceans (UEO)
organization, whose flagship is the

"SeaQuest," an enormous high-tech
submarine commanded by Captain
Nathan Bridger (Roy Scheider). In
the course of its scientific explora
tion missions, the supersub is con
stantly running into all manner of
mercenaries, criminals and the oc
casional ghost ship or sea monster.
In addition, the military staff of the
"SeaQuest" is often atodds with the
scientific research staff, creating
perceptible tension within the ranks.
With his role as the acerbic yet
compassionate Captain Bridger,
Scheider makes an effortless jump
from movies to television. Although
the series is only in its third month,
it isalready hard to imagine anyone
else in the role; his screen presence
is commanding. But Scheider is
see SEAQUESTon page D

Only two years have passed since
local band Inch formed and started
performing on the San Diego club
circuit. Yet in that short time, they've
been able to forge a unique style,
gain a devout fan base, and have
recently been signed to Seed
Records, a subsidiary of the Atlan
tic recording corporation.
You'd think by now they'd be
feeling ratherconfident about them
selves. But, when one spends some
time around Inch, there's a feeling
of self-doubt as opposed to selfpraise.
The bassist Pippin attributes the
feeling to low self-esteem. Drum
mer Dave quotes the band's motto,
"Aim low and you'll never be dis
appointed." Lead guitarist Mike
seems content just to play, while
Slimy, rhythm guitarist and vocal
ist admits, "We try and only suck
twice a week."
Inch fans probably feel the band
does more than not suck. Last Sun
day, Inch performed second on a
bill at the Worldbeat Center which
featured the legendary punk group,
All. A small crowd was gathered at
the foot of the stage, even before
Inch started setting up. Anticipa
tion was high, and when the four
guys took the stage, people in atten
dance were not let down-Inch put
on a powerful performance.
After the set, the guys went back
stage to talk about their music, re
cording experience, and life in gen

eral. The buzz was high, there was
a crowd of people walking in and
out, but Inch seemed extremely re
laxed.
"When you're recording, you can
go for something that either sounds
how you sound live or you can do
something that is reproduced so that
the songs sound different than the
way they're performed," Dave said
of Inch's recording in West Los
Angeles-Hollywood Boulevard, "I
think we're getting a good balance."
Inch recorded fourteen songs ear
lier this month. Eleven of them will
appear on their debut album sched
uled to be released early next year.
Production on the album was a col
laboration between the band and
engineer Steven Hailer. The album
was the result of an eight month
courtship by the relatively small
and independent Seed.
"We didn't want to get into any
thing really big where we'd get lost
in the shuffle. Seed only has threeor
four bands that they've signed in
the U.S.and so we figured we'd get
a lot more attention," Mike said.
Inch first gained exposure in the
music industry at last year's Inde
pendent Music Seminar, San
Diego's annual showcase of local
talent. After several offers from dif
ferent record companies, the band
soon noticed how caught up the
music biz can get in competition.
'The way it works is one major
label expresses interest in a band,
and all the other major labels go, 'Oh, what's this?' They're just like
pirahnas," Dave said.
see INCH on vageC
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Child road trip runs out of gas
If you would like to include
your event in this box, send
typed information to: USD
VISTA; c!o Outlook Editor;
5998 Alcala Park; San Diego,
CA 92110-2492.
Please remember to include
time, date, place, purpose, the
event title and some back
ground on the event. All
submissions are due two weeks
prior to publication. The USD
VISTA reserves the right to
deny servicing of press
releases.

Darcie Mclntire
Staff Writer
"Josh and S.A.M." was supposed
to open last summer but did not
come out until now, and to tell you
the truth, I wouldn't have been the
least bit upset if it had neveropened.
O. K„ maybe I am being a little
harsh, but another movie about two
runaway kids trying to dodge their
parents and the authorities is just
not what I consider very entertain
ing.
I might, however, take my little
brother or sister to see it,except for
the fact that it is PG-13 and I may
not want to subject them to the
intermittent cuss words and an oc
casional hit-to-the-head-with-apool-stick maneuver because it just
may scar them forlifeandlcouldn't
take responsibility for it.
Twelve-year-old Josh Whitney
(Jacob Tierney) and his eight-yearold brother Sam (Noah Fleiss) are
in a bind. Not only do they have to
deal with the trials and tribulations
of adolescence, they are also faced
with the pain and frustration of be
ing shuttled back and forth between
their divorced parents. They live in
California with their mother
Caroline (Joan Allen) who is lack
ing in the aspect of motherly love
and attention and focuses most of
her attention on her humorless boy
friend, Jean Pierre (Ronald
Guttman).
Their mother decides to go on a
vacation with Pierre, so the boys get
shipped off to Florida to spend a
few weeks with their nerdy father
Thorn (Stephen Tobolowsky) and
his current wife Ellen (AnneLange)
and her two sons. The tension
mounts when Josh's stepbrothers
and Sam insult his clumsiness and
inadequacy at sports. No one is on
his side, not even his own brother
who is a talented athlete and is
known to be very aggressive and
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starts fights with fellow schoolchil
dren if they give him problems.
Josh decides to take matters into
his own handsand devises a scheme
to get Sam back on his side. One
night he uses his computer skills
and makes up fake documents about
Sam. He convinces Sam that he is
a "Strategically Altered Mutant"
who was sold to the United States
government as a child warrior by
theirestrangedparents. Sam readily
accepts this story because it ex
plains to him why he is so good at
sports and why he uses violent be
havior on others who provoke him.
The next day the boys learn that
their mother is planning to move to
Europe with the pompus Jean-Pierre
and that they will live with their
father and bully step-brothers for a
year. But they first must go back to
California to collect their things and
say goodbye to their mother. The
two boys decide to run away be
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cause they can't bear to live with
their father. They make their es
cape from a hotel room and in doing
so end up getting in a brawl with a
drunk man. (This is where the pool
stick maneuver comes into play in
case you were wondering). Josh
thinks he has killed him so the two
boys leave and take the victim's car
— Josh learns surprisingly quickly
how to drive a car. Now they areon
the road to Canada because they
know they must run away; Josh
from the law and Sam from the
Pentagon, because any day soon he
is sure he will be forced to fight in a
war.
Here the movie gets a bit slow
and I got tired of seeing"close calls"
with their encounters by the police.
But of course I don't have to tell you
that the ending is good, and here
these runaways do not end up driv
ing off a cliff like in "Thelma and
Louise."

H INCH
continued from page B
The band opted for a smaller la
bel so they'd have the leeway to
make mistakes. Some local bands,
like Rust, who have signed to major
labels won't have that chance.
"No matter if you like Rust or
don't like them, or think they're
great or mediocre, since they signed
straight to Atlantic, they haveto sell
100,000 records on the first album
or else they're blown to chunks. We
can totallyf-k upon our first album
and still be OK," Dave said.
This should come as relief to
devotees who would love to see
their favorite band stick around and
continue making awesome music.
The Inch experience is hard to
articulate even for the most prolific
local music fan. Their sound defi
nitely has its roots in punk rock, yet
there is an undeniable focus on song
writing and heavy groove. While
the music is loud and attacks the ear
drums like a crazed killer, at the
same time it is unmistakably tran
scendental. The guitars caress you
one moment, and then are able to
explode in your mind with unre

strained energy. All the while, the profound, statement on the world
drums and bass support the feed- around him and his own life.
back-drenched riffs without losing
"I make it up as I go along,"
Stimy said, eyes never leaving the
their own stellar identity.
"It comes from us being equal floor, "Shit you think about. Noth
contributors. All theparts kinda feed ing really important. It's a waste of
off each other, so it's not just a lead time writing about anything impor
guitarist and a rhythm section be tant Just write about bullshit. Just
as long as it's catchy, they like it"
hind him," Dave said.
But, his words betray him. There
As far as song writing goes, it is
a group effort One of the band is an overwhelming passion each of
members will offer suggestions or the group resonates on stage.
play a note or drum loop, and the Stimy's eyes grows distant in his
rest of the band will either reject it thoughts as he sings, "This smell
or work with iL The normal period takes me back somewhere/ A place
for writing a song is three months that's so familiar/ A gift you bought
("We're pretty slow," Pippin said) for me/ A gift I will use to take/ I'll
and they will proceed to start play take my mind" from "Linger," a
ing it live after about a month and a song that's appeared on the recent
half.
Musica del Diablo CD. (Not to be
Stimy's lyrics are an integral part confused with the MTV staple of
of the mix. There is a sense of the same name by the Cranberries).
restraint, loss and even at times, Dave plays his drum kit with ex
shades of bittersweet love laced treme soul, while Mike exhibits a
throughout his words. On theslower natural, effortless talent when play
tempo songs live, he seems to really ing his guitar.
connect with his audience despite
Then, there's Pippin. I've never
the fact he never faces them-his seen a more emotional bass player
eyes are fixated on theceiling or his
see INCH on page D
guitar. One gets the impression
Stimy tries to make a humble, yet

White Zombie w/ Chem Lab
and Nude Swirl: It is truly a sad
day in music when two no-brainers
like Beavis and Butthead can de
termine the fate of a band like
White Zombie just by saying,
"Heh..Heh..They're cool." But,
that's exactly what happened.
Now, "Thunderkiss '65" is in the
Buzz Bin and the rest of their
killer sophomore effort La
Sexsorcisto: Devil Music Vol. l i s
sure
to
be
forgotten.
"Heh..Heh..That sucks." Del Mar
Fairgrounds, Del Mar, 7 p.m, 278TIXS.
Billy Joel: Truly, Mr. Christie
Brinkley is oneof the best singer/
songwriters still around from the
late '70s. His catalog is vast,spanning just under two decades. Heis
always guaranteed to put on an
excellent show, especially with
the recent release of River of
Dreams, an album filled with-his
classic "Piano Man" style. The
Sports Arena, 8 p.m., 278-TIXS.
FRIDAY
Heart: The Wilson sisters, Ann
and Nancy, were part of the old
Seattle guard-they were sub-Zep
before Soundgarden, screaming
needlessly before KurtCobain was
out of grade school, and were an
overnight success way before
Pearl Jam was even a glimmer in
Stone Gossard and Jeff Ament's
eyes. When all is said and done
though, Heart has been an influ
ence on many of the bands you
hear on the radio today. Tickets
start at just $10. The Civic The
ater, downtown, 8 p.m., 278TIXS.
The Violent Femmes: Capitol
re c o rds just released Add It Up, a
retrospective of the Femmes' ca
reer since their self-tided debut. If
you're unfamiliar with the
Femmes, this should be required
listening before seeing them live.
They introduced acoustic guitars
into punk rock, and have done
even crazier things throughout
their life span. Montezuma Hall,
SDSU, 8 p.m., 278-TIXS.
Fight w/ Mind Bomb: What hap
pens when a relic from the oldBrit school of stale stadium
rhythemless rock dies to start a
hard-core punk outfit? Sounds
pretty disgusting, right? But, Rob

Halford (ex-Judas Priest
frontman) seems to be making it
work with his new band Fight.
There debut has been doing well
and they've been wowing fans
with their fresh approach to mak
ing ungodly noise. Iguana's,
Tijuana, 8:30 p.m., 278-TIXS.
SATURDAY
X w/ Green Apple Quickstep
and Possum Dixon: All that
needs to be said of the almighty X
is Miss Counter Culture herself,
ExeneCservenka, wrote the book
on the feminine force of L.A. rock
and what has been labeled "alter
native" on radio stations today.
Truly one of the great punk rock
groups that still exists. Iguana's,
Tijuana, 8:30 p.m., 278-TIXS.

SUNDAY
The Grateful Dead: Jerry
Garcia's the man, hands down.
One of the first Latinos to infiltratecontemporary music,Garcia
along with his bandmates have
been weaving road tales since the
day they left Haight-Ashbury in
the late '60's. They're noted for
their impromptu jams and mass
quantity of drugged-up caravans
that follow them around the coun
try. Again, truly one of the many
legends visiting San Diego in the
coming week. There will be two
shows, this one followed by a
second performance on Monday.
The Sports Arena, 7 p.m., 278TIXS.
TUESDAY
Candlebox w/ Greta and Den of
Thieves: Candlebox has the dis
tinction of being the only rock act
currently on Madonna's Maver
ick label. I haven't heard any of
their stuff, but their album is al
ways on sale at Tower Records.
Greta is alright. Their smorgas
bord of guitar sounds is probably
more effective live than on their
debut NoBiting. If you have noth
ing else to do, go see the show. It
should be just peachy . Dream
Street, Ocean Beach, 278-TIXS.
Since this is the last VISTA of the
semester, here are some shows in
the near future worth checking
out if you're in thearea during the
next month:
The Afhan Whigs w/ Love
Jones: December 17, Dream
Street, Ocean Beach,9 p.m., 278TIXS.
Cracker w/ Counting Crows
and Lucy's Fur Coat: Decem
ber 18, Iguana's, Tijuana, 8:30
p.m., 278-TIXS.
Bette Midler: December 27, The
Sports Arena, 7:30 p.m., 278TIXS.
Nirvana w/ the Butthole Surf
ers, Tad, and M.C. Bobcat
Goldthwait: December 29, the
Sports Arena, 7 p.m., 278-TIXS.
B.B. King w/ the Blonde Bruce
Band and Sharyn Carrier: Janu
ary 1, Chiller's, Mission Beach,
8:10 p.m„ 278-TIXS.
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partially upstaged by his crewmates. Jonathan
Brandis portrays Lucas Wolenczak, a 16year-old computer genius. His character is
compelling, and his role on the series has
increased exponentially since the first epi
sodes. Brandis is also a feature film actor,
having appeared in such movies as "Side
kicks" with Chuck Norris and "Ladybugs"
with Rodney Dangerfield, for which he had
to dress in drag toplay on agirls' soccer team.
Stephanie Beacham portrays Dr. Kristin
Westphalen, the head of the sub's research
division. Her sharp tongue and tough-asnails demeanor make her one of the most
riveting yet comedic characters on the show.
Beacham was a regular on the soap "Dy
nasty" and more recently had a recurring role
on "Beverly Hills 90210" as Luke Perry's
mother. The rest of the cast come from dis
parate backgrounds, but are a cohesive and
interesting group and play off of one another
admirably.
What makes "SeaQuest DSV" so compel
ling is that, unlike "Star Trek," the series
takes place in the early 21st century— not so
far away, by most standards. Consequently,
most of the crew were children during the
1970s, so their occasional "reflections" on
latter 20th century history (1994-2018) are
entertaining. For instance, in a recent epi
sode, Lt. Benjamin Krieg (John D'Aquino)
was attacked by a giant sea monster (to the
disbelief of the rest of the crew). A psychia
trist tells him, "sea monstersdon't exist." His
terrified response? "That's what people said

about Bigfoot" It may be sophomoric, but
it's these little touches that keep viewers
surprised. By contrast, "Star Trek: The Next
Generation" (from what little I've seen of it,
and to which "SeaQuest" is often compared)
is set in the 24th century. Still the future, but
too far removed from the present to be of
much interest, occasional "time warp" epi
sodes excepted.
The cast is complemented by all sorts of
special effects and computer animation that
give the show a futuristic, polished look sel
dom seen on television. Exploration shuttles
are controlled by a remote telemetry system,
more commonly called "virtual reality." Even
more clever is Ensign Darwin, a bottlenose
dolphin that has the ability to"speak" English
via an intercom that translates its clicks and
whistles into words. These sorts of gadgets
are amusing because while they don't actu
ally exist, they are examples of the artistic
vision of the show's writers.
But aside from clever gadgets and a strong
cast, "SeaQuest" is also educational, often
focusing aspects of itsepisodes to shipwrecks,
maritime history (both actual and imagined)
and environmental processes. The show can
boast the assistance of oceanographer Dr.
Robert Ballard, renowned for his discoveries
of the Titanic and Bismarck shipwrecks,
among other things. After each episode,
Ballard appears during its closing credits to
briefly discuss the topic of the week, where
applicable. It is a nice touch that allows
viewers to learn something without even try
ing. Few series on the air can make a similar
claim. Now that's entertainment!

continued from page B
shown over 100 movies in four seasons.
Much of what one sees on TV these days is
frankly pretty lame. MST3K scores a hit
because it is intelligent; while most of the
wisecracks are obvious, some of them are
clever enough to go over your head. Eventu
ally, however, they may come back and hit
you at a later time. MST3K works because
the entertainment industry affords it an inex
haustible supply of ammo. "Nothing is sa
cred" is Comedy Central's motto, and MST3K
appears to prove it. Infomercials, the Clap
per, Metamucil, popular books, TV shows
and movies do not escape the wrath of the
Mystery Science Theater writers. The next
time you watch or read something, chances
are it's been used as a remark on the show. If
it hasn't, wait a week or so; it's bound to pop
up, usually where you least expect it.
The greatest irony of the show is that "low
budget" used to mean "cheesy," as the fea
tured films doubtlessly prove. MST3K
changes this line of thought; it is obviously
shot on a shoestring, but it works. The show
proves that big budgets aren't necessary for
innovative programming; all that's needed is
a sharp wit, decent writers and an unusual
idea. MST3K aimed for the stars and got
there —if only on celluloid. If a few sacred
cows take a fall in the process, so much the
better. Check it out for yourself on Comedy
Central; reruns of the first four years Mon
day-Friday at midnight, new episodes Satur
day at 7 p.m. and Sunday at 10 a.m. You will
never again look at entertainment quite the
same way.

FOR VWR HOUOAY HEEDS
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perform, outside of Soundgarden's Ben
Shepard or Flea from the Chili Peppers. Pip
pin moves spontaneously with the music,
rocking back and forth as the tempo changes.
His fingers move blithely around his fret
board, eyes locked in concentration. His en
ergy is infectious, and the band responds to
his great talent by elevating the velocity of
their own performance.
"I'd say all the music I listen to has an
effect on me. The Carpenters probably had an
effect on me by showing me what not to do.
The jazz stuff I listen to I'd like to say has an
effect on me," Pippin said of his technique.
Dave says an Inch song is "more compli
cated than the Ramones, and less compli
cated than Metallica." In any case, Inch's
material isdefinitely more emotionally drain
ing than most alternative band's work cur
rently on the market. And when they say "we
suck," I honestly believe they don't mean it.
Inch is one of those rare combinations of
musicians whose styles all compliment each
other, and they deserve all the compliments
headed their way.
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Intersession course?

HAZARD CENTER
RT THE UIHEREH00SE VOU CRN RLIIIHVS FIND
IRE PERFECT 6IFT TO SURPRISE THE "HARD TO
SHOP FOR' SPECIRL SOMEONE.

ia

USD offers a variety of courses in all schools:
Arts & Science, Business, Education and
Nursing. You can work on requirements or
take an elective, attend class in the morning or
evening, get ahead or catch up on units.
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NEW RELEASES 'ACCESSORIES *6fiERT SIFT IDERS
•FANTASTIC SALE PRICES "THE KIDS WILL LODE THE SERB
AND NINTENDO GAMES »6BEBT H0LIQAV M0IHES FOR THE
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WHEREHOUSE IN FASHION VALLEY - HAZARD
CENTER IS YOUR RESCUE FOR THE HOLIDAY
RUSH

Come to Intersession to...
•
•
•
•

See your friends sooner
Beat the "After Christmas Blues"
Be in class when the Santa Anas aren't blowing...
Get ahead with your degree program!

For more information, contact the Intersession
Office, Founders 108, or call 260-4800.

